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I. INTRODUCTION 
From that eventful day in 1750 When electrical 
current was first discovered and through the succeeding 
years Where such famous inventions as the electric light, 
the telephone, and generation of alternating current, 
were brought into being, to this present age of electronic 
development, the electro~echanical aids available to in-
dustrial management have mounted in number. 
9 
Many of the basic inventions of the Nineteenth 
Century, although they have been improved steadily, are 
accepted as commonplace. Take for instance, the telephone 
or the electric light, little thought is given to their 
importance in everyday life. It takes a sudden power fail-
ure to firmly indicate our dileiiiiiB.. In the modern factory 
loss of power can result in stoppage of machinery, loss of 
time and costly damage. Many of the newer windowless plants 
depend on artificial light for their existence; thus, loss 
of light by power failure can cause accidents in addition 
to the foregoing results. 
However important fundamental aids may be in in-
dustry today, the succeeding chapters will endeavor to 
elucidate only on those electro-mechanical aids that are 
unique in their application. Such aids as the telephone 
or the electric light are commonplace in themselves; how-
ever, their particular application and the method in which 
they are used can be of utmost importance to industrial 
management. 
Management is forever searching for methods, 
lO 
aida, tools, or whatever they might be called in order to 
effect reduction in manufacturing coat, increase efficiency, 
and yet maintain quality. The application of electro-
mechanical aida to obtain these ends, will be diacuaaed in 
accordance With the industrial manufacturing principles. 
Although many articles have been written on in-
dividual electro~hanical aida and their application, 
little comprehensive vork baa been compiled which will 
help management in the selection of the proper aid. 
Although the llat of aida baa been lengthened by 
the various companies engaged in their design and fabrica-
tion, the presentation to m•n•g4ment as a whole baa been 
alighted. 
In order to properly cover the subject, all avail-
able material was collected, diaeusaed, and analyzed vith 
regard to ita importance to industrial management. VarioUB 
companies engaged in manufacture of electro-mechanical 
machines were consulted in order to cover the latest ad-
vances in the field. Through the advantages of the mail 
questionnaire type survey, various manufacturers vere 
questioned to determine the importance of electro-mechanical 
aida in manufacturing processes. 
Personal interviews vith workers benefited by 
the inatallation of these aids, baa enhanced the value ot 
the material CQIIIPlled. 
11 
It ia hoped that the reader concerned Vith indus-
trial managfll!llellt vill bec:cae avare ot the variety of time 
aaving aida available nov and those vb1ch will be conceived 
in the fUture. 
II. "Whal.; Are Electro-Mechanical Aids? 
A. P:et1nitions 
Electro~ech&nic&l implies that an article 
utilizes both electricity and mechanical motion in its 
make-up. It pertains to or designates a mechanical pro-
cess, device or assembly or parts actuated or controlled 
electrically. 
This definition is actually too broad, as it 
covers a great portion ot the production equipnent used 
12 
in industry today. It is not the purpose of this study to 
analyze the usual machiner;r encountered in the manufacture 
ot the product itself, but rather the devices that have 
augmented the production machinery. Those devices that 
have increased safety of operation, better control, ease 
or operation and comfort ot the employee, will be discussed 
and analyzed as to their effectiveness. 
Due to the compleJtity of our modern productive 
methods and the almost unbelievable variety of products 
fabricated, what ma;r be one company's aid will be another's 
product. Also the electro-mechanical aid in one industr;r 
ma;r be abaolutel;r essential and more or less commonplace, 
while in another this device will be a definite aid, but 
the manufacturing process could carr;r on Without such a 
device. 
Although it is difficult to explain this situa-
tion, the ensuing chapters Vill certainl;r elucidate the 
13 
subject and point out applications. 
Another title for devices under this definition, 
vas brought forth a few years ago, possibly by World War II 
and the fantastic uses of radio and radar. Electronic en-
gineering, aa it is called, is producing and has produced 
many electronic aids for use in industrial management. 
"or or pertaining to an electron or electrons is 
the formal definition of electronic."* This wording could 
apply to anything generating or using electricity, because 
electricity involves the movement of electrons. Originally 
the name "electronic equipaent" implied that the product 
vas composed of circuits using electron tubes or crystal 
diodes; nov, this title covers a multitude of products 
connected With the use of electrical power. This expansion 
in the usage of "electronic" in tagging a product, is most 
likely the result of a marketing advantage. The word 
"electronic" is almost as impressive as the usage of 
"atomic" in describing a device. Such titles have definite 
selling appeal even though they are misleading, and do not 
actually describe the equipment. 
Certain of these devices, whether they be electro-
mechanical or electronic, are definite aids to industrial 
management and will be included in this study. In most 
all cases the devices used require some mechanical motion 
• 4, p. 828. 
to actuate the mechanism even though it be electronic 
equipment in the strict sense of the vord. Also these de-
vices, electronic or electrical, complete the cycle by 
producing same methanical operation. The complete cycle 
is then: mechanical motion to electric or electronic, 
back to mechanical operation. From this precept evolves 
the title "Electro-Mechanical Aids." 
B. Comparison Vith Other Aida 
1. Managerial Paper Work 
Every business, in order to operate efficiently, 
must have paper vork or some kind for keeping recorda of 
inventory. time, costa, or inspection. It is a moot 
question as to vhen certain paper vork becomes an indus-
trial management aid, rather than an indispensable cog in 
the systam. 
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Anyone vho can devise a s711tem vhereby the amount 
of paper vork is reduced or becomes less complicated, is 
bound to receive favorable consideratio~ trom top manage-
ment. Paper vork and the handling of such is a definite 
overhead expense. A high overhead expense may vell pre-
vent a company tram rame.ining CDillpetitive in the open 
mraket. 
Even though it is difficult to replace paper 
vork vith electro11echanical devices, the amount or and 
the time spent in handling this paper work has been reduced 
considerably. Such devices as the punch card system, 
teletJPe, remote writing equipaent, sound recorders, radio 
communication and man7 others bave contributed to the re-
duction ot overhead expenses due to managerial paper vork. 
15 
Up to the present tillle the compilation and storage 
ot inventor7 and production control records bave been per-
tol'lll.ed b7 band or possibl7 aided to a certain extent b7 
an electro-mecbanical device; bovever, in the near future 
there is good reaaon to believe the storage ot information 
vill be made in electronic devices. 
2. Charta. Control Board!· and CVd Szstema 
The use or several tJPea or control boards bave 
been extraael7 valuable in the control ot production. The 
• tolloving are sOIIle or the more important nov in use: 
1, Slall three-pocket VOOd racks 
2. Hook boards 
3 •• Pocket-strip or grooved-label 
4 Spring-clip panel boards 
5· Tape or string boaJ'da 
6. Index-visible boards 
7·. Racks vith movable date units 
8 Pictorial boards 
(machine loading) 
strip boards 
The tape or string boards have the greatest 
variet7 or uses, one board - called Produc-'l'rol - has 
been used in machine loading., order scheduling, invento1'7 
control, pUl'Chaa1ng, -aembl7, other control purposes and 
even in other departments or JDRnagement such as sales and 
pl'Oduct research. 
The card a78taaa are videl.7 used in industrial 
• 1, P• 191. 
management, because it occupies little space, contains 
pertinent information in a condensed form, and costs less 
to install; however, it lacks the visual qualities of the 
control boards and Gantt charta. 
Very important aida in production control are the 
Gantt charta. These charts employ two fUndamental factors 
in control, the item concerned and the element of time. 
These charta are generally utilized tor progress planning, 
idle manpower, idle machines, and work load. 
In very large companies, especially those manu-
facturing a variety of products which in turn may have 
several models, the punched card system tor production 
control are great time savers. This type of equipment 
would be classified as an electro~echanical aid; however, 
its uaage has been explicitly covered by many books. 
The more recent development of electro-mechanical 
devices, or new application of older equipment will be 
covered in this study. Of particular interest are such 
devices as the teleautograph, temporator, teletype, apace 
time recorders, calculating machines, computora, electronic 
processors and television. 
3· Use of Color 
Not many years ago, little consideration vas 
given to the tact that color could be an effective aid to 
industrial management. It may be true that color was used 
for many purposes, but its random use without regard for 
17 
the fUnctional value created confUsion and adverse results. 
Today, color conditioning a plant by those trained in the 
knowledge of color dynamics can produce amazing results. 
Proper utilization or color in the working environment 
promotes continuity of employment, improves efficiency of 
operation and maintains quality of production. 
In managerial paper vork, the use of color has 
proved its importance. In material handling, by establish-
ing a color code to differentiate between the various 
classes of material handled, inventory cards can be handled 
quicker and greater ease of operation and control is ob-
tained. • 
Material storage and material movement has been 
simplified by col,()~ coding the materials to a predetermined 
chart. Even though colored tags or stickers have been used 
to speed up the process of segregating material of various 
kinds but the eame physical size, electro-1llechan1cal de-
vices have even furthered this system. In companies where 
dispatching is done by eonve;rors, automatic switching of 
packaged units can be performed by the use or color and an 
eleetro-1lleehan1cal aid. Labels of different colors are 
glued to the cartons and color sensitive photo-electric 
cells automatically svitch the containers to the proper 
location • 
• 1, p. 375· 
18 
Since color and light are interrelated, one 
cannot be considered without affecting the other. In the 
manufacture of' certain products, such as pigments, where 
the colora must be identical in the end result, the human 
eye, under varying illumination, can be deceived as to the 
correct coloring. To assure identical coloring the manurac-
turer concerned has been aided by the use of electronic 
color comparators, which give accurate interpretation with-
out depending on the same illumination. 
There are many other places in industrial manage-
ment where color has been applied with success, in safety 
programs, quality control, production control, records, and 
maintenance. Engrossing as it may be, it is not the 
object of' this stud;,- to present a complete account as to 
* usage of color in modern industry. 
It is interesting to note that color is included 
in a portion of the spectrum labeled visible light, or 
extremely high frequency radio waves. This, plus the fact 
that most artificial light ia created by the use of elec-
tricity, one might stretch a point and say that the use of 
color in industry depends on an electro~echanical device; 
namel;,-, the generator of electricity. 
* 33. p. 1-137· 
III. Safetr and Protection 
A. E!mloree Protection 
In maintaining efficient production, safety is 
verr tmportant. In one recent year, accidents in indus-
trial plants cost 380,000,000 daJB lost to production bJ 
the 50,000,000 workers employed, or an average of 8 daJS 
per worker per rear, in addition to all other causes of 
lost time.* It is axiomatic, moreover, that: "The safe 
plant is an efficient plant. The efficient plant is a 
safe plant."-
1. Machine Operation 
19 
One of the basic steps in planning for accident 
prevention is safeguarding operating machinery and handl.ing 
equipment. Since it is the duty of the purchasing agent to 
purchase the various items of maehinery, tools, equipment, 
and material used in the company, it is also his respon-
sibilitJ to see that safety receives adequate attention in 
making these purchases. 
Fortunately, electro-mechanical devices have been 
developed that provide definite safeguarding of operating 
machinery and dangerous equipment. Som.e of the manufac-
turers of production equipmant have incorporated these aids 
into the original design. In older machinery that is 
already installed, these devices can be adapted to the 
* 1, P• 1588 
-1, P• 1588-1589 
equipment. 
Posaibl;y the moat dangerous production machiner;y 
includes the punch press, drop haDDer, h;ydraulic press, 
mecbanical press, breaka, rolla, and automatic screw 
machines. 
An electronic device cal.led the "curtain of 
* Light" can be used, with excellent results, on any one of 
the preceding machines. The device is primarily a photo-
electric system which covers a greater area than the 
one-cell photoelectric unit. The coverage of a large 
20 
area is accomplished by incorporating several photoelectric 
units (see figures 1, 2 and 47) so connected electronically 
that if' an;y single unit baa ita light beam interrupted, the 
device actuates an electric circuit to prevent machine 
operation. 
Photoelectric aafet;y guards, in their proper 
places, are more effective tban other types because the 
worker considers the electronic equipment as his friend, 
not his jailer. It protects without annoying him or inter-
fering with his production. He does not feel tEIDPted to 
"beat" the device or to put it out of commission, which 
ia true of some mechanical sa.feguards. 
For these reasons, this model protective equip-
ment permits many punch preaa operations to be made 
* 9, P• 2. 
•, 
Figure 2-- Curtain 
of Light installed on 
a. large hydraulic 
press shoving method 
of mounting for adjus-
table height. 
21 
Figure 1-- Curtain 
of Light installed on 
a hydraulic press, 
shown by black boxes 
on each side. 
22 
continuous: the operator can safely teed material into 
the press "on the jump." He knows that as long as he keeps 
the proper rhTthlll he will not be interfered vi th. He &lao 
knows that, on the occasional but inevitable stroke where 
he is out or step, the untiring e-ye or the aid will guard 
hil!l. 
The "Cuootain or Light" supplements other forma 
or protection - including the Sa.tet;r Engineers and the 
Production Manager's rules tor careful operation. It may 
be used either as a supplement to protective pushbutton 
control, or it can assume the f'ull responsibility or pro• 
tect1ng the worker against his lapses, interruption and 
distraction. It also incorporates a ta11-aate interlock, 
which stope the machine if &n7th1ng goes wrong with the 
safety device itself. 
Single cell photoelectric devices can be used 
on other t;rpea of equipment where coverage of a large area 
is not neeeaaar;r. 
2. :J.>Eanaportins alld Bandl1ng 
In tranapor.ting material, products and equipment 
from one place to another within a plant, some means of 
mobile transportation such as lif't trucks or small tl!B.iler 
trucks are utilized. ~Very often the intersections io. the 
storage spaces are blind. To counteract the possibility 
of collision with another vehicle or an unobserving person, 
a a;ratem of traffic signals operated by photoelectric 
controls has been found to be effective. 
In loading and unloading elevators With auto-
matic doors, photoelectric units can prevent the doors 
from closing while an object is in its path, thus prevent-
ing damage to eqUipment or personnel. 
Industries producing products reqUiring the 
assembly of very heavy units, such as locomotives, air-
planes, and trucks, much of the handling is done by the 
use of cranes and overhead conveyors. A new electro-
mechanical safety- device can be installed to limit the 
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safe load of the crane. The hook or the crane incorporates 
a strain gage for determining the weight of the loadi If 
the load exceeds a predetermined limit the gage automatically 
stops the upward motion. This type of protection helps re-
duce the accidents caused by dropping objects. 
3. Miscellaneous 
Certain industries, due to the nature of their 
product, emit such waste matter as smoke and dangerous 
fumes or gases. These gases are not only dangeroteJ to the 
employees but detrimental to the conaunity. This has been 
a serious problem for many years, but nov with the use of 
new electro-1llechanical aids, the air can be free from un-
healthy smoke and gases. 
Such a condition existed in a brass and aluminum 
foundry of Loa Angeles, California. To counteract this 
menace sound waves were put to work. An ultrasonic siren 
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vas constructed to be driven up to a speed of 12,000 RPM. 
To keep the operational frequencies of the sound waves be-
tween 20 to 22 kiloc;rcles, ~r pressures as lov as 5 pounds 
were injected into the housing unit. The ultrasonic output 
vas directed into a vertical smoke stack, on which collec-
tor pipes were mounted for the purpose of accumulating 
smoke particles.• 
Another ingenious device called the electronic 
precipitator (See figure 3). can be used to eliminate 
foreign matter frOIIl the air. Dust, dirt, smoke, bacteria, 
pollen and other airborne contaminants can be removed by 
utilizing electrostatic precipitation equipment. 
Besides the protection of employees against these 
contaminants, advantages become obvious: less soilage of 
merchandise and furnishings in commercial establishments 
and buildings; more aani tary coDdi tiona for hospi tala and 
food preocessing plants; el.1Jilination or product contamina-
tion in chemical, pharmaceutical and textile industries; 
protection of instruments and precision-machined parts in 
manufacturing enterprises. 
The principle of operation is based on the ion-
ization of the particles. The ionizing unit consists of 
fine tungsten wires .008 inches in diameter, equi-spaced 
between parallel electrodes. With 12,000 volts direct 
* 19, P• 131. 
Figure 3-- Cutaway view shoving construction or an 
Electronic Precipitator. 
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current applied to the Wire and the electrode properly 
grounded a strong ionizing field is set up in the space 
between the Wires and electrodes. Dust and smoke par-
ticles in paasing through this ionizing field intercept 
streams of ions traveling trom the wires to the electrodes 
and acquire a sur.tace charge of definite polarity. Leaving 
the ionizing unit the charged particles enter a collecting 
element where they are removed trCIIl the air stream, by 
electrical attraction. 
Cleaning of the collecting element is usually 
accomplished by a built-in washing system which operates 
automatically. 
The ever-increasing uae of highly volatile 
flammable solvents in industry. baa presented a problem in 
protecting life and property. To cope with this danger. 
a combustible gas alarm has been marketed.• This elec-
tronic aid is designed to perform the folloWing operations: 
1. Detect the presence of a combustible vapor 
and/or gas well belov the concentration 
at vhieh fire or explosion can occur even 
vith a source of ignition. 
2. Sound an alarm at this low concentration. 
3. Perm! t you to do sc:aething about the 
presence of this hasard by closing a relay 
by which: proceuea may be stopped, venti-
lation started, carbon dioxide or fog syatems 
actuated, or any function tbat can be per-
formed by opening or closing electric circuits. 
This analyzer depends for ita operating principle 
on the temperature increase of a heated platinum 1'1lament 
• 10, p. 1-4. 
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meaaured by a thermocouple, when exposed to a combustible 
gaa or vapor air mixture, aa compared to a similar heated 
filament and thermocouple aealed in air. The thermocouple& 
are connected in aeriea oppoaing, ao that the differential 
output is indicated on the recorder in terma of percent of 
the lower e:x:ploaive limit of the saa or vapor on which it 
ia calibrated. 
Such BJlltema have been used to great advantage 
for safety purposes in solvent recovery a;ratema, solvent 
evaporating ovens, combustible sas storage areas (hydrogen, 
butane, propane, etc.) storage vaults, gas generating 
stations, and ammonia diaassociation units. 
Another important personnel protective device has 
been installed in the teat rooms or certain automobile 
manutactUl'iDg plants. This unit is installed where the 
exhaust gases or running motors may be present. Red lights 
and alarms are actuated when a dangerous amount of carbon 
monoxide ia present in the area.* 
Atomic research baa made astounding advances in 
producing power Which ma;r eomeday be used to some extent in 
many industries. It has alao brought With it the problem 
of protecting the individual from overe:x:posUl'e to the 
radio active materials. 
A personnel monitoring aid is nov available for 
• 20, P• 127. 
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factories working with radio active products. The person 
being analyzed inserts his hands and feet into special 
pockets. The unit automatically counts the amount of beta 
or gamma contamination on the banda and feet. When the 
counting time has elapsed. operation of the system stops 
and the result is displayed on the illuminated front panel. 
Various other radio active detectors and analy-
zers have been placed on the market for determi~tng the 
concentration of dangerous emissions. some small enough 
to fit in a shirt pocket. others range in size up to 
large floor models. 
The foregoing devices are some of the many 
electro-mechanical aids in use today performing the most 
important function in industrial management, i.e. the 
protection of personnel. 
B. Product Protection 
Companies in the food industry have been troubled 
at one time or another. bJ customers discovering metal 
particles in the manufactured product. No matter how care-
fully the product is produced a loose nut or scrap of 
metal occasionally seems to find its way into the packaged 
article. 
1. Metal Detector 
The BOA electronic metal detector has proved 
effective in preventing damage to products by presence of 
Figure 4-- A production line application or the RCA Metal Detector 
shown in operation. 
"' \0 
• metal particles. This detector is capable of detecting 
metallic particles of any kind in non~etallic materials 
such as foods, rubber, lumber, plastics, cloth, felt, 
explosives and numerous other products. 
The product being analyzed is conveyed by belt 
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or other means through the inspection aperture (See figure 4). 
Here it is screened by a high frequenc;r electro~agnetic 
field formed by scientifically designed coils embedded in 
plastic panels at the top and bottom of the aperture. If 
metal is present, it causes a reaction which is detected 
and amplified by a sensitive electron tube amplifier. This 
empllfier triggers a signaling device, an automatic ejec-
tion or marking device, or a combination thereof, whichever 
is desired. 
2. Photoelectric Units 
Fortunately the photoelectric cell is a very use-
ful device for applications requiring protection or products 
during their manu1'acture and at the completion of the 
processes. 
In textile mills long strips of material are 
usually transported by rod type conveyors whereby the ma-
terial is looped over each rod and moved along to the next 
station. Serious damage to the material occurs if it drops 
out of position. To prevent this mishap, a long range 
* 1, P• 8. 
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optical system incorporating a photoelectric cell can be 
installed. If and when the material drops out of position, 
the light beam is interrupted and sounds an alarm, or auto-
matically stops the conveyor when used in conjuncticnw1th 
an electronically operated relay unit. This system can be 
used in processing continuous materials such as sandpaper, 
linoleum, rugs, wallpaper, and many other strip products. 
The brewery and beverage industries have long 
been faced with the problem or cases or cartons jamming on 
conveyors, causing loss or production time and damage to 
merchandise. Jam detection is now accomplished with photo-
electric controls used in conjunction with electronic timers. 
The photoelectric system is so located that its control 
beam is broken each time a ease passes along the conveyor. 
The timer is wired so that as long as the timer receives 
impulses from the photoelectric control spaced at regular 
intervals, its load circuit will remain closed and the con-
veyor motor controlled by this load circuit will stay in 
operation. The photoelectric control provides impulses by 
operating its load circuit each time that a case or carton 
passes on the conveyor, breaking and then completing the 
light beam. If the conveyor system jams, the cases will 
no longer permit the light beam to reach the photoelectric 
control, the timer will time out, its load circuit will 
open, and the conveyor motor will atop. This timely 
stopping of the conveyor prevents expensive delays and 
damage to finished products. 
Photoelectric jam-up detectors are also being 
applied to conveyor linea in the automotive, plastic, and 
food processing industries. 
The electronic precipitator as explained in 
section A3 (page 24) is extremely useful in protecting 
products from damage by dirt or other foreign particles. 
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The manufacture of instruments, preciaion~chine parts, 
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, and good processing has certain-
ly benefited by the use of this electro-mechanical aid for 
industrial management. 
c. Machinery Protection 
1. Overload Rela:p 
For several years electric production machinery 
has been protected from overload damage by the use of 
electrical overload relays. Previously these relays were 
confined to the larger, less delicate t7Pe machines; nov, 
by the application of the electronic current relays, small 
devices and delicate precision type machines can be pro-
tected from costly damage. 
2. All Clear Control 
* Another device called the "all clear control" 
incorporated a photoelectric unit to prevent damage to 
automatic and manually fed presses and lathes. In practice 
* 9, p. 3· 
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the unit prevents the production machinery from starting 
a new operation until the dies are clear or the parts 
properly in position according to the requirements of the 
machine. An additional circuit shuts down the machinery 
ir the electronic device should rail or become inoperative. 
3· Vibration Detector 
To augment the previous protective devices a 
• uvibration detector" can be installed to prevent undue 
machine wear and damage. If the production machine vibra-
tion exceeds a predetermined limit, notification is given 
by means or an alarm, or the apparatus automatically stops. 
This electronic aid has an adjustable rrequency response 
to accommodate d1rrerent types of machinery and various 
operations. 
As previously discussed in connection with pro-
duct protection, an electronic metal detector can prove 
ef'f'ective in preventing damage to very expensive production 
machinery. Even the presence or very small particles of 
metal can damage the delicate processing apparatus in cer-
tain woolen mills. 
The necessit7 and advantage of electronic detec-
tion aida are indicated by the following example. The 
operation of a leading textile machine manufacturer's 
automatic textile shears demanded split-second timing for 
• 9. p. 3· 
continuous and accurate high speed action. Its four re-
volving blades remove surface or selvage threads from 
rayon and cotton cloth. When a sensitive detector feels 
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a seam, broken needles, or other foreign substance which 
might damage the shears, the blades are instantly reversed 
until the obstruction baa passed. This reversing interval, 
measured in aeconda. and occurring several times a minute, 
must be automatically controlled. Due to the high degree 
of accuracy and the short interval required, electronic 
timing offered the ideal solution to this problem. 
Such applications aa these are typical in indica-
ting amazing results obtained tram the uae of electronic 
aida. 
D. Plant Protection 
In some inatancea plant protection also results 
in protection of personnel and products; however, ita prime 
purpose ia to prevent damage to capital equipment and prop-
erty. 
1 • Fire A1arms 
Possibly the greatest threat to company property 
can be attributed to fire. Despite the fire resistive con-
struction of industrial buildings, the loss of property in 
~erma of dollar value, presents an unbelievable figure with 
the paaaing of each year. 
In man's perpetual combat with .fire, no greater 
ally has come to his aid than the automatic sprinkler 
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system. Today, the automatic sprinkler system is univer-
sally recognized as a most successful achievement; an actual 
necessity wherever there is valuable property to protect. 
Nevertheless, mere possession or a fire weapon is no guar-
antee against fires; it is no guarantee that fire losses 
will be kept to a m1n1mUIII and does not protect from what is 
often the more serious loss - damage by water. 
When a sprinkler is operated, by fire or acciden-
tally, the subsequent loss and damage is determined by the 
time allowed to elapse before hUIII&n assistance arrives at 
the scene. 
To alleviate this problem an electro~echanical 
device can be incorporated into these sprinkler systems 
for indicating the instant the system is operative. This 
device, culed "The Plow Meter"• is actuated by the flow of 
water in the sprinkler sys~em and, by means of a sensitive 
electrical switch, energizes an alarm system. If this de-
vice is connected to a sprinkler supervisory system, a coded 
type of control panel automatically transmits an audible 
coded alarm to the sounding devices, in addition to visual 
indication on the control panel. The coded alarm signal 
indicates the location or the sprinkler that has been 
actuated. 
The moat c011111on device used to actuate a sprinkler 
tl 11, p. 28. 
system relies on temperature rise created by a fire or 
varying sizes. The delay in time between the actual start 
or a fire and the required temperature to set off the 
sprinkler, can cause undue loss and even an uncontrollable 
fire. As a result of this fact, other electro-mechanical 
aids have been conce1 ved to reduce this time delay. 
The old saying "where there's smoke there's fire" 
is not always true, but it is wise to consider it so. On 
this pretense, several systems have been installed in 
industrial plants to reduce the time delay required by 
mechanical methods of sprinkler actuation. 
Photoelectric systems employing long range optical 
systems have been used to detect smoke; however, these sys-
tems are limited by location and can be actuated by other 
objects obscuring the light beam. 
Another smoke detection system, although more 
expensive to install but more effective, requires locating 
special ceramic or plastic tubing in overhead construction. 
This tubing has amall holes strategically spaced along the 
length to admit air of proper quantity. The tubing even-
tually is returned to a central source, where special 
electronic equipment samples the air tram the tubing. The 
entire system is maintained under partial vacuum to draw 
any smoke, that may be present in the plant, to the samp-
ling apparatus. In one system this apparatus consists of 
a sensitive photoelectric system which energizes an alarm 
if the light beam is partially obscured - for this purpose 
smoke. unfortunately this device is also actuated by the 
presence of dust and other foreign matter of sufficient 
density to trigger the photoelectric system. 
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Again, another electronic device has been market-
ed to cut the delay time even more. Of course the fastest 
way to stop a fire is to actually see the flame and then 
act accordingly. * This is exactly what the "fireye" system 
accomplishes. It detects fire the way a h'lllll&n watchman 
does, by "seeing" a fire and giving immediate warning, and 
because of its "electric eye" principle, the device oper-
ates with the speed of light, automatically and infallibly. 
A single detecting unit can effectively supervise 
a twenty foot radius of coverage. This permits the detec-
tion of a fire as small as a six-inch pan of burning 
gasoline and at the same time provides a margin of safety 
for ignoring flames smaller than this, such as lighted 
matches, in the location of the detector. In general, in-
stallation is made with the detector mounted on the ceiling 
which permits a hemispherical range of view and insures 
the proper distance to ignore lighted matches. 
Since the system is electronic and operates on 
"electric eye" principle, it detects fire instantly and 
discriminates against sunlight and other illumination. 
* 12, P• 2. 
It is responsive only to the modulated radiation which is 
characteristic or flames. The detector is a lead sulfide 
photoconductive cell sensitive to intra-red radiation as 
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well as to visible light. The electric signal trom the 
detector is fed to a tuned amplifier whose peak response 
represents the optimum for the detection of flames of all 
t7Pes. Extraneous illumination is ignored, even if modulated, 
for all frequencies above and below those characteristic of 
flame. Even the accidental fluctuations in illunination 
such as might occur with rapid switching on and off of 
lights, does not fool this almost human electro~echanical 
aid. 
2. Intrusion Alarms 
A burglar or intrusion alarm system is generally 
designed for the purpose of protecting property and person-
nel against damage trom intruders. It is not primarily 
concerned with catching intruders, although often usable 
for taking his photograph, locking him in, or secretly 
calling for help. The usual installation is mad.e with the 
idea or sounding an aUdible alarm at the instant the intru-
ders presence is detected and to scare him off promptly. 
Electronic intrusion detectors have important 
advantages in that they are relatively new and therefore 
unknown to moat intruders; also they offer a higher degree 
of protection over large areas, with lover coat than can 
be offered by non-electric systems, by watchmen, or by 
sturdy construction. 
There are many varieties oi' alarm systems, but 
they generally i'all in one or the tour categories: foil 
systems, photoelectric: systaas, supersonic systems and 
high frequency systems. 
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The roil t7P8 detectors are in common usage today; 
their advantage lies in the lllin.1JIIum maintenance required. 
Photoelectric types are very effective and can be adapted 
to almost every situation. In order that the intruder may 
not detect the beam, it can be made invisible to human eyes 
by filtering out all or the visible light leaving only the 
intra-red part. To give greater security advantage 
against non-operation and intrusions, the beam can be modu-
lated by some alternating current supply so that the re-
ceiver responds only to this light modulated at the proper 
frequency. Pulse typt:~ modulation can also be used, espec-
ially where installations require outdoor locations and 
battery operation. 
The supersonic type baa been round sensationally 
effective, with many features which make it highly desirable 
tor use by industrial organizations for protecting interior 
space. It operates by filling the rooms or apace with air 
vibrations too high-pitched tor human ears to respond to. 
Movement within the protected apace shifts the frequency 
or the vibrations slightly, in proportion to the movement. 
When several frequencies occur simultaneously as a result 
ot movement, the:r "beat" against each other, fUrnishing a 
low-trequenc:r signal which actuates the alarm circuit. 
The fourth a:rstem utilizing high trequenc:r cur-
rents has valuable features for protecting certain indoor 
areas. High trequenc:r current passes readily from any 
metal wire, plate or screen into which it is charged, to 
objects in the vicinity. Thus, if anyone approaches such 
a screen he will draw orr some ot the high trequenc:r cur-
rent, thereby disturbing the balance in the equipment and 
triggering the alarm system. 
In large industrial plants a central control 
panel can be used to indicate the exact location or the 
intruder. Any one ot the tour foregoing detectors or com-
bination thereof can be used in remote areas With their 
actuating circuits wired into the main panel. 
It is not possible to explicitly cover all the 
system variations that can be achieved by these electro-
mechanical devices, but it can readily be seen that they 
are a distinct aid to this portion or industrial manage-
ment. 
3. ExpJ.osion and Earthquake Alarm 
Only in certain sections of this country are 
industrial plants subject to the menace of earthquakes, 
but no one plant is entirely sate tram explosion dangers. 
In the event ot an earthquake or explosion, serious damage 
to equipment and property can be due to indirect effects 
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of the eatalltrophe. Broken f'uel linea may cause fire. 
damaged electrical wiring could cause fire and destroy 
electrical eqUiJIIlent. and other ~s may evolve that 
reqUire immediate supervision. 
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• • The aentr;r explosion and earthquake aw1.tch will 
automaticall;r operate any standard auperviaor;r s;yatem or 
an;r operation that can be eontrol.led b;y an electro-mechan1cal 
device. The unit 1a eonatructed ao that an;r heav;r vibration 
or damaging amplitude. or sUdden shock V111 diapl.ace a 
heav;r weight and all.ov a nitch contact to energize the 
eaergenc;y c1.rcU1ta. In a particular auperviaor;y a;yatem 
the emergenc;y circUits ma;r perfOl'll an;y or all or the follow-
ing: 
1. Shut down machiner;y and eqU1J111ent 
2. Cut ott power s;ptema 
3 •• CUt off f'uel. tlov 
4 Cut ott proceaa nov 
5· Open process dump valves 
6. Operate fire protection a;yatems 
7.· Operate alarma 
8 Call f'i.re department or emergen.e;r crews 
9· Start or stop an;y other process or operation 
• 13. p. 1. 
IV. Plant Wide Applications 
A. L1sht1ng Aids 
Ease or seeing without eyestrain or tiring is 
fundamental to safe, efficient, economical operation in 
every factory. Ease of seeing is entirely dependent upon 
good illumination, whether natural or artificial. Advan-
tages or good illumination are: • 
1. Better utilization or floor space 
2. Greater accuracy of workmanship 
3.· More easily maintained cleanliness 
4 Increased production and decreased coats 
5· Leas eyestrain among employees 
6. Fever accidents 
7. Improved morale among employees, resulting 
in decreased labor turnover 
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Industrial plants that utilize daylight as the 
main source or illumination during the day, must have equal 
illumination for cloudy days and night operation. To 
maintain the proper illumination at all times requires 
switching the circuits on and off at the proper intensity 
ot light. Depending on acme person to determine when it is 
necessary for more illumination or less illumination, may 
cause accidents or waste electricity as the case may be. 
1. Sunswi tch 
At least two companies have produced an electronic 
device to automatically maintain the proper density or light 
• at all times. The "Sunavitch" gains control by utilizing 
a light sensitive photocell that operates according to the 
• 1, p. 791. 
foot candle value of daylight. The un1 t can be installed 
outdoors or indoors to detect any predetermined amount or 
change in light density and thereby activate artificial 
lighting equipment thru electrical relays. 
2. Light .Meter 
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It has been determined from a cooperative re-
search report of the Detroit Steel Products Caapany and the 
Department of Eng1n-ring Research, University of Michigan, 
that good practice in daylight lighting now calls for inten-
sities none of which fall below a minimum or 10 foot candles 
on the working plane. Some method or device must be used 
in order for an industrial plant to determine whether or 
not their illumination meets this requirement. Fortunately, 
an electro~echan1cal aid referred to as a light meter has 
b-n on the market tor some time. Ita primary use was 
originally to be round in the research and development lab-
oratories. Now, it provides an industrial management aid 
in the program of plant illumination. 
3. limergencz Lighting Un1 ts 
In moat industries and some especially, a sudden 
power failure that plunges the plant into darkness can 
cause serious accidents involving equipment and personnel. 
This situation which results in conf'usion, panic and even 
disaster, previously had been accepted as an unfortunate 
circumstance. However, installation of automatic emergency 
• 14, P• 3· 
lighting units have reduced these hazards. When the regu-
lar lighting power tails this unit automatically turns on 
• • to provide a flood lighting over a large area. 
These are but a few of the lighting aida that 
have been developed tor industry today. Possibly the most 
important is the advancement in the type or lighting units 
used tor obtaining illumination. 
B. Air Conditioning 
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Air conditioning is the science or maintaining 
the atmosphere of an enclosure at any required temperature, 
humidity and purity. In general, air conditioning includes 
heating and ventilating, as well as cooling, hUIIlid1fying 
and cleaning or air. 
1. Gas ADaJ.ner 
Most industries require heat ror their plants 
during 7 months or the ;year. Depending on the size of' the 
buildings, the expense f'or fuel can be considerable. To 
keep this expense down the overall boiler etriciency must 
be as high as possible, which in turn requires good combus-
tion or the fuel. The continuous flue gas analyzer pro-
vides a true guide to operators tor maintaining the highest 
practical combustion efficiency with resulting economy. 
Any deviation from maximum practical efficient combustion 
will be instantly indicated and recorded • 
• 21, p~ 140. 
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This electro~echanical device is based on the 
well known and proven thermal conductivity method of gas 
analysis. Two identical filaments form two legs of a 
Wheatstone Bridge circuit, and are housed in separate cells 
of a cell block. The filaments are heated by means of a 
definite electric current flowing through the Bridge. A 
special water aspirator draws the flue gas from the stack, 
and passes it over one filament - the other filament being 
sealed in air. The temperature or the filament exposed to 
the flue gas will vary directly with the thermal conductiv-
ity or that gas. Any change in the composition or the gas 
is indicated by a continuous recording, thereby enabling 
the operator to maintain the beat practical efficiency. 
2. Combustion .sateguard 
Commercial and industrial fuel fired furnaces, 
boilers, ovens, heaters, kilns, and other types or heating 
equipment present a definite hazard to life, property and 
production schedules through the possibility of explosion. 
Regardless of whether oil or gas is utilized some type or 
protective device is required to permit fuel flov to the 
combustion chamber only when an adequate means or ignition 
is present. Hot only is there danger from explosion and 
fire, but the loss or fuel and delay due to operation 
without heat, can be expensive. 
Efficient combustion safeguarding devices must 
provide immediate shut-orr or the fuel supply when 
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combustion fails, and permit fuel nov ollly when combustion 
can take place safely. They must determine the presence, 
or absence, of the 1'18111e, ignoring all extraneous influ-
ences, while performing the necessary protective control 
action. 
The simple photo-electric cell, sensitive to the 
blue portion or the fi8111e speetl'UIII has been supplemented 
with an electronic circuit to conform with the requirements 
of an efficient device for oil-fired burners. For gas-
fired equi:raent the sensing element consists of a high 
temperature electrode which is inserted directly in the 
fi8111e. 
3· Annunciators 
The use of "annunciators" (see figure 13) is very 
popular with the larger industrials for keeping "tabs" on 
their heating equipment. This device consists of a large 
panel Y1 th as many designations or Yindovs as required. Each 
window contains a description of the unit equipment being 
supervised. For ex8111ple, if the water level in the #1 
boiler reaches the low level limit the relay supervising 
the boiler will activate the annunciator and the window 
labeled "#1 Boiler water level low" will be llluninated. 
This Window will remain illuminated until the difficulty 
is corrected and the relay reset. 
4. Television 
In some companies the boiler installations are 
separated from the control areas. and communication must 
be established in order that the boilers may be brought 
into service. One particular company originally used a 
public address system during the critical period of ligllt-
ing off burnera to bring the boiler unit into service. 
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This system occasionally led to confusion. delay and hazar-
dous practice. The use of wired television resulted in 
increased efficiency and safety for the boiler operation. 
The system consists of a camera focused upon a master mirror 
which receives reflections of six "catseyes" from smaller 
individual mirrors. In this way flame conditions at six 
different ports in the furnace are watched by one camera. 
The monitor or receiver is built into the control panel 
where six gloving discs indicate to the operator that all 
pilot burners are lighted. and the main burners can be 
• turned on with safety. 
5~ Photoelectric Control 
It is generally recognized that an air condi-
tioning duct system is inherently a fire hazard if not 
properly protected. Duct systems interchange air rapidly 
from one section of a building to another and from the out-
side of a building in the vicinity of their intake. They, 
therefore, can spread amoke and fire quickly throughout a 
building and in many instances have actually drawn a fire 
• 22, p. 156. 
from the outside of a building through the air intake 
system. 
Insurance codes today require that large air 
conditioning systems be equipped With photoelectric con-
trols which will immediately detect the presence of smoke. 
These units are installed in the ducts so that the light 
beam travels from one side of the duct thru to the other. 
When the smoke is first detected, an alarm is sounded, the 
air conditioning blowers are automatically turned off and 
the damper shutters closed. 
6. Hum1d1t:r Controllers 
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Humidifying or dehumidifying are usually provided 
ror in built-in air conditioning systems by passing air 
thru tEDperature controlled water spray. Now, new plug-in 
humidity controllers can maintain the percentage of humid-
ity desired by fUlly automatic operation. These units are 
primarily designed for use in 1111!•11 rooms that do not have 
access to an air conditioning systED. 
7. Air Purifiers 
Purifying the air is also a requis1 te or a. good 
air conditioning system. Usually in systems using a nne 
spray of water tor hum1d1fying also clean the air to a 
certain extent. Equi:p~~ent for the specific purpose of 
cleaning the air, in air conditioning systems, contains 
either dry or viscous type 1'1lters. Mechanical filters 
in either of these two classifications clean the air, but 
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do not remove particles as IIID&ll as bacteria. All explained 
previously the electrostatic precipitator actually stops 
bacteria as well as dirt, smoke and other foreign matter. 
In providing better air conditioning ayatems, as 
the foregoing paragraphs haye explained, electro-mechanical 
aida have demonstrated their tmportance, or better yet, 
their irreplaceable appearance in industrial management. 
C. Emplo;yee Consideration 
The average employee spends one-halt of the number 
ot hours he is awake each day, working in some company or 
place of business. The environment is tmportant to him and 
,usually receives serious consideration by his employer. 
Comfortable working conditions and employee services aid in 
reducing labor turnover, increases efficiency of employees, 
improves quality ot products, and provides better cooperation. 
1. Public Address System 
The company that provides a plant-vide public 
address sound system gains certain advantages. The folloWing 
are some of the advantages tor plants from tlie llllllallest to 
the largest: 
1. Simplification of plant administration 
2. Better employer-aaployee relations 
3· Instant COIIIIlunications with anyone-anywhere 
4. More etticient over-all plant operation 
5· Prevention or countless hours of wasted time 
6. Builds and maintains employee morale 
7'·. Relieves boredom, restlessness and fatigue 
8 Instantaneous action in emergencies 
9· Keeps entire organization well-informed 
2. Robot Announcer 
A special adaptation or plant-vide sound cover-
age vas installed by Westinghouse at East Pittsburg, Pa. 
A robot a.uuouncer, a.a they ca.ll it, is on duty 24 hours a 
d&y. Superviaora can get up to the minute neva provided 
by a continuous tape recorder. This is obtained by their 
dialing a special number on their plant telephone. 
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The main reaaon for the robot is to keep supervi-
sors at all levels informed on polic7 matters, labor rela-
tion a1'1'a1ra, new orders secured, production loads, backlogs, 
outstanding aervicea rendered customers, qua.lity or Westing-
house products and ita ef':rect on iocreaaing sales. 
A special script ia prepared on the subject to be 
discussed, then recorded on a standard tape recorder and la-
ter tranaf'erred to a circular metallic tape which runs cou-
tinuousl;r. The meaaage ia amplif'ied b;r electrical circuit 
amplifiers and channeled to the telephone system in the plant. 
Up to 30 calla can be handled at the same time; however, 
au;r more than 30 ¥111 receiYe a bua;r signal. The average 
message is three to five minutes in length and new messages 
are recorded two or three times a week. So that the person-
nel Will know vhen to expect a new meaaage, au announcement 
to that ef'f'ect is made at the end of' ever-z recording. Im-
portant neva can be handled quickl;r, as it takes leas than 
half' an hour to record and instigate a new meaaage. 
• 23, P• 102. 
3· Paging s:ntem 
• The "Autocall" paging system is not new but it 
is still popular vith many industries. It consists of a 
code-sending device located convenient to the telephone 
operator and electrically connected to audible signals. 
These signals are scientifically located throughout the 
premises so that, regardless of one's whereabouts, he is 
always within hearing ot one of the signals, which may be 
the note ot a musical chime, the single stroke of a mellow-
toned bell, or the sound of a gong, depending upon the 
prevailing conditions. The operator is able to locate the 
person regardless of Where he may be. There are also 
specially arranged codes to announce starting or dismissal, 
rest periods, conferences, and the like. This type ot 
paging system has the advantage of locating the individual 
without making his name public, aa ia done v1th other sound 
aystaRSo 
4. Automatic Dispensers 
Very important in the consideration of employees, 
is the access to food and beverages. The larger companies 
usually provide a plant cafeteria for this purpose; now 
the small plant which is located tar from restaurants and 
eating places can provide this convenience thru automatic 
food dispensers. Previously, candy, cookies, and cigare*tea 
were the only articles dispensed. The new electro-mechanical 
• 11, p. 10. 
machines, not only supply coffee, milk (regular and 
chocolate), sandWiches, cake, pie, ice cream, soft drinks, 
candy and cookies but make the necessary coin change aa 
well. Even the large companies have located these dis-
pensers throughout the premises for accessibility by the 
employees. 
5· Escalator 
A certain paper company lay-out was such that 
the number or employees climbing a particular stairway vas 
astounding. To ease this drudgery, this company installed 
an eaca1ator. Now, the company claims the installation 
saves time and increases production as well as improving 
morale.* 
Toda,- every induatrial plant has at least one 
if not man,- more electro-mechanical devices to increase 
the comfort or the employee and provide a better working 
environment. Photoelectric door operators, magnetic door 
openers, automatic elevators, and many never developments 
are aug111ent1ng the list of emplo,-ee aida • 
• 29, p. 124 
V. Handling Materials and Products 
Handling materials and products includes picking 
up and putting down, moving in a horizontal or vertical 
plane, or both, b;y an;y means, materials or products of 
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an;y kind in their raw, semi-finished or completely finished 
condition. The handling apparatus refers to all mechanisms 
uaed in material handling, together with auxiliar;r devices 
that ma;r be required to make complete operating units. 
It is an established tact that the coat ot most 
products is almost directly proportional to the cost of 
handling materials into the work, through the manufactur-
ing process, and out of the work. To reduce this coat, 
handling must be eliminated wherever possible and where it 
is necessar:r, the vork shou1d be done b;r mechanical means, 
rather than manuall;y. The routine must be made as nearl;y 
automatic as possible so that costa for this work remain at 
• a minimum. To obtain these objectives, the use or electro-
mechanical devices has proved to be an adjunct or indus-
trial management. 
A. Handling Apparatus 
Although a majorit;y or the handling apparatus 
used in factories toda;y are baaicall;y electro-mechanical, 
knoWledge of their usage is c0111110n in industry. The use 
of electronic equipment as an integral part of an elevator 
• 1, p. 935-936. 
or conveyiug system or as an auxillary un1 t baa aided in 
decreasiug handliug costs, and f'urthered the objective or 
completely automatic handling; as the following paragraphs 
will illustrate. 
1. Television 
Industrial television is finding more and more 
applications in modern industry. Supervision of material 
handling equ1paent has become more difficult With the addi-
tion or long intricate conveying systems. Bow, industrial 
television which is not as complicated or as expensive as 
domestic television, is providing a means or long range 
supervision. 
In the body division of General Motors Corporation 
at ita Pittsburg plant, a scrap baler controls the loading 
or a scrap car. Television is used by the operator to 
watch the gondola scrap ear located on a railroad track 
outside the building. A car puller device located at the 
scrap car, can be operated from the baler control station 
in the press pita. When the ear is ready to be moved, as 
shown on the television screen, the operator presses a 
button which moves the car to a new location. The control 
panel in front of him governs the conveyors bringing scrap 
to the baling area, the compresaor which squeezea scrap 
• and conveyors carrying acrap to vai ting gondolas. 
* 24, p. 148 
Another application or industrial television has 
been round in a strip metal mining operation (See rigure 5 
and 6). To insure the most erricient operation, it was 
important that the power shovel should scoop up its rull 
50-cubic ,ards cape.ci ty vi th every "bite." Because or the 
tremendous size or this equi}Bent, the shovel operator 
could not see the rilling or the bucket. With the camera 
properly located the operator could accurately and errec-
tively control the operation or his gigantic machine, by 
merely glancing at the monitor mounted in the cab. 
2. Liquids and Gaaes 
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The handling or liquids and gases involves stor-
age and proper metering for processing. Liquids ror 
storage require some method or maintaining the level aa may 
be desired. Electronics has contributed one or the most 
efficient and rlexible approaches to liquid level control. 
a. Level Controls 
The most generall;r used alternate types or level 
controls are rloa.t avitches and pressure avitches. Both 
of these systems basically require complex mechanisms in 
the prox1m1ty of the liquid being controlled. Float switches 
require mechanical linkages inside the tank, and pressure 
types involve bellows. Both types are apt to require rre-
quent maintenance during their serviCe. 
Electronic level controls are basically mainten-
ance rree. Contact with the liquid is made only by 
Figure 5-- An Industrial Television camera, on the 
·left, and the receiver on the right. 
Figure 6-- The Industrial Television camera location 
is shown by the arrow in this strip mining applica~ion. 
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col'l'Oaion-tree metal rods • and no moving parts ~• reqW..red 
in the tank. Accuracy ia independent or temperature and 
pressure. 
In a typical pump-up level control installation, 
(See figure 8) tvo probe rods are suspended into the tank 
from a fitting on top or the container. The rods project 
into the tank to the levels at which pumping is to start 
and stop. When the level or the liqlll.d falls below the 
lover rod, a relay controlling the pump or incoaing nuid, 
allova the liqlll.d to enter the tank. When the upper liait 
ia reached the probe automatically stops the flow or 11qlll.d. 
Electronic level controls are used today to 
handle practically all types or electrically conductive 
industrial cbaaicala. These include bases, salta; ailk, 
beer, and tap water; alcohol, distilled water, penicillin 
and retrigerants. These controls have the unique character-
istic or distinglll.shing between the l1qlll.d and roam rising 
trom the aubetance. 'l'hia 1a particularl;y iaportant in the 
handling of ailk since it ia desirable to control the level 
or the l1qlll.d and not the roam. 
Since electronic level controls reqlll.re that 
onl;y a saall metal probe rod in the tank contact the liquid 
to be controlled, they are being applied to many automatic 
filling operations on such applications where the use of 
other types or level control would be impractical because 
or the 11m1ted apace. The electronic type 1e being used 
Figure 7-- Installation shoving electronic level control 
or feast roam in a processing tank. 
... 
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OPERATION 
Figure 8-- Schematic diagram showing operation of ~uto­
matic level control or liquids in s~orage tanks. 
for such rilling operation& as automatically filling auto-
mobile radiators in the autoaobile industry, automatically 
regulating the cycle of coffee-making machines, and auto-
matically tilling bottles and other types ot containers. 
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Electronic level control baa found widespread 
application in the pe.per industry. One manufacturer baa 
used thia control tor maintaining conatant level in all 
acid tanka, and pumping water vhich baa been aepe.rated trom 
pulp. A lll&llutacturer of envelopes uaea electronic level 
control tor maintaining the level in glue pots. 
The characteristic or this level control to react 
to the presence of roam (See _,l'igure 7) ia important in the 
-<:-·~:. 
handiing ot liquids that roam excessively during processing. 
This ia particularly important in the manufacture or yeast, 
penicillin and beet sugar. By detecting the exceaaive 
formation or roam it is poaaible to automatically supervise 
the introduction or a defoaming agent. 
b. Diaphrae ValTe 
In the ch-ical and food processing industries 
there are an .increasing number of applications when the use 
or diaphragm valves ia,deairable. The diaphragM valve ia 
used vhen it ia desirable that a small pilot force in the 
form or an air jet control high tluid preaaurea. It ia alao 
used for controlling variation or tlow in continuous-nov 
chemical processing operations. Diaphragm valves are often 
moat accurately controlled by electronic probe type level 
controls. These establish a practically constant level or 
liquid in the processing tank through the operation or a 
three-way solenoid valve in the air line controlling the 
diaphragm valve. 
c. Aj,r Meter 
For Jlian.uf'acturing concerns that require super-
vision and raeasurement of the rate or £low ot gases, the 
• 
"air-meter" provides instantaneous readings up to 6ooo 
reet per minute. This inatruaent operates trom tempera-
ture differences rather than ~ direct temperature 
measurements, thereby el1m1nating effects of ambient tem-
perature and static pressure. 
3· Automatic Operation 
a. El,ectric Ear 
Possibly one or the earliest electronic aida for 
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. -supervision or the flow of material, is the "Elee tric Ear." 
This eleetro~eebanical device ia used principally for 
control or the rate or material flow tbru grinding mills. 
(See figure 9 and 10). The unit consists of a microphone 
and control cabinet tor automatically controlling the teed 
mechanism. 
In principle, the device reduces the rate or teed 
when the noise tram the mill drops an infinitesimal amount 
below a predetermined sound level and increases the rate of 
• 15, p. 102. 
- 16, P• 2. 
Figure 9-- Electric Ear cabinet and micro-
phone~ the complete unit tor controlling the 
operation or a mill by its sound • 
• 
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Figure 10-- Arrangement of mill., reeder and 
Electric Ear. The microphone unde~ the mill picks 
up th~ sound. The control cabinet., located at 
any convenient point., regulates the reeder to 
hold the mill at any desired noise level. The 
noise level is controlled by the adjustment of 
a dial on the control cabinet. 
l 
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feed when the noise from the mill is slightly above the 
desired sound level. In other vords 1 the Electric Ear 
maintains a constant sound level within the mill at any 
sound level desired by the operator1 vith the resulting 
advantage that the mill is operated at all times at the 
greatest point of' eff'iciency1 better control or fineness 
and lower power, lining and grinding media consumption. 
b. Photoelectric Control 
In establishing a program of automatically 
handling molds, a foundry producing castings found that 
the moat dif'f'icul t operation to accomplish vas the pouring 
or molten iron 1'rom the ladles into the molds. It vas 
necessary to develop a method of sensing that the molds 
were full and at this point tip the ladles back so aa to 
cut off the flow. 
The problem vas solved by introducing a sensitive 
photoelectric control at each ladle, orientated so that it 
could see the molten iron thru the top of the mold. The 
sensitivity of the photoelectric control vas properly 
suited to determine »hen the molten metal in the mold was 
at the proper height. All the white-hot metal reached the 
rises or each mold 1 a brilliant light appeared vhich actu-
ated the photoelectric control and cut orr the flow of 
metal. 
The operation.vas so successful that six ladles 
can now be supervised by one man vi th the aid of six control 
un1 ts, in leas time than vas needed to pour one by the 
previous method. Elimination of run over waste and splash-
ing is alao an advantage. 
c. Uncaser and Waaher Loader 
A modern bottling plant can nov cut handling costa 
• by installing the BCA automatic uncaaer and washer loader. 
This electro~echanical model is designed to unload empty 
beverage bottles tram half depth cases. It will perform 
this operation whether the bottles are in carry-home car-
tons or half-depth distributor cases, and will handle six 
or twelve ounce bottles. Other models similar to the one 
as described above, are capable of segregating multiple 
sized bottles. 
d. C;yele '1'1mera 
Rep-t cycle timars and photoelectric controls 
have many applications in providing automatic operation of 
handling apparatus. An unusual example of their applica-
tion is demonstrated in the laundry industry. An automatic 
towel racking machine, designed tor operation at the end of 
a laundry ironer, consists of a conveyor belt followed by 
a horizontal rack. The machine racks amal 1 work such as 
towels, pillowcases, and I!!!!Al 1 table cloths. The work 
enters the conveyor, from the ironer, and paaaea over an 
air jet system. When the towels reach the proper position, 
* 7, P• 15. 
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the air jet is energized, and the towel is blown onto a 
horizontal receiving rack. Photoelectric control was in-
corporated in the device, because it provided the only 
method or indexing f'rCIII the leading edge or the towel with-
out wrinkling or deforming the towel. Electric timing was 
' selected for its split second accurac7 and maintenance-tree 
operation. In observing the unit it is amazing to see 
towels travel up the conve,-or belt and then apparent17 jump 
from the end of the conve701" and drape themselves evenly 
and neatl7 on the rack. 
4. Other Aids 
a. Strain Gage 
Cranes, hoists and other overhead conve,-ors are 
generally utilized in handling large and heavy materials. 
In some industries it is necessary to determine accurately 
the weight of tbe material to insure proper mixing of in-
gredients in the process. The weight can be indicated 
electrically by magnetic strain gages connected on the 
crane hook. A strain gage is capable of measuring changes 
in dimension as small as • 00001 inch and calibrated to read 
directly in pounds. 
b. Convezyr Alarm 
Automatic conve,-or &7Btems occasionally become 
jammed in their operation of handling products. A certain 
automobile manufacturer was experiencing difficulties in 
connection with a 300-foot body drying oven. The bodies 
occasionally slipped off the conveyor hooks and blocked 
the oven tunnel. There vas nothing to indicate that the 
tunnel vas blocked, and more bodies bec8111e jammed in the 
oven, causing loss of production time, costly oven repairs, 
and damaged products. 
Photoelectric controls could not be used due to 
high BID.bient temperatures and amount of Blllbient light. In-
stead a 'Wire vas stretched the total length of the tunnel 
and secured at the ends 'With 111Sulated tension members. 
The 'Wire vas connected to the probe circuit of an eJ.ectronic 
rela;y, vi th the other side of the probe grounded. If a 
body fell in the tunnel, the 'Wire would be grounded to the 
metal noor of the tunnel and the conve,.or system stopped 
in conjunction 'With sounding an alarm. 
c. Photoelectric Door Control 
Almost all large industrial plants with automa-
tic mass production methods are using photoelectric door 
operating equipment to assist in material handling. This 
is important with the operation of trucks between sections 
of a plant 'Which are sealed off n-om the rest of the tac-
tor;r tor such reasons as noise reduction, hazardous vapors, 
sanitar;y regulations, air conditioning, or heat loss pre-
vention. 
B. Sorters 
Unfortunately the sorting of products in most 
industries requires actual band operation, because the 
factors in sorting usually inTOlve color e.a vell e.a size 
and therefore automatic control is difficult. Even this 
necessary part or material handling baa been invaded by 
electro11echan1c:al aids. For instance, in the rood pro-
ceasing industry the sorting or beans has been made tully 
automatic. The sorting machine (See figure 11 and 12) re-
moves culls differing in color and brightness r.rom the 
standard products; grades merchantable products by color 
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or luster • maintaining V1 th camplete accuracy the distinc-
tion betv-n premiUJB and second grades; salvages stock, 
ordinarily too high in cul.l content to permit econamic hand 
• sorting. The principle or operation ia baaed on the color 
sensitive characteristics or various photoelectric cella, 
and can be used ror sorting all tn>es or rood products that 
are adaptable to machine handling. 
In other industries the sorting or products 
according to size baa b-n perrol'llled by mechanical devices, 
although even these devices are being augmented or replaced 
by never electronic methods. Here again the photoelectric 
control aida are proving their versatility. 
c. Counters 
1. Electronic Counters 
Manufactured or processed items moving on a con-
veyor belt, chain or chute may be counted automatically at 
* 17, P• 2. 
Figure 11-- A close-up view of an electronic sort-
er designed for sorting beans by color of their cull~. 
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rate tar in excess of those possible with a mechanical 
counter. 'l'b1s is the baaic advantage of electronic counters. 
While the pickup 111&7 be b7 meobanioal meana the counting ia 
done electron1call7· Electrical pickup is more adaptable 
for reason of speed, and ma7 be b7 photoelectric cell and 
light source, or an inductive cil'cuit, whichever is required 
b7 the particular circUIIUitance. The counter ma7 be used 
to merel7 count c\llllulativel7 for recording or as a prede-
temined counter to effect certain action such aa starting 
or stopping a conveyor line, diverting the l.ine to another 
feed channel, or actuating a subordinate f'lller conveyor 
after a specific nUIIber of operations. 
2. Photoelectric t1n1 ta 
Photoelectric counting is the moat f'lexible and 
fool-proof automatic counting a;ptall available to industr,-. 
Practieal17 all counting probl ... can be handled photo-
electricall,-; man,- counting problau can onl7 be handled 
with photoelectric equi1111ent. Counting 111!181], fragile and 
light objects which are not heay,- enough to actuate mechan-
ical counters, falls into the latter class. 
In general, counting involves high speed, continu-
ous repeat e,-ele operation. Electronic equi~&ent basicall7 
can operate at ver,- high speeds over long periods because 
it depends on an electrical, rather than a mechanical ap-
tem. Since there are no moving parts, the counting equip-
ment will operate .f'aater and outlast, with leas maintenance, 
mechanical counters. 
Photoelectric counters can be applied to the 
counting of' any objects which are in motion. They are 
used to count production moving along a conve;yor s;yatem6 
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and production coming trom the output or automatic machines. 
A mechanical counter. in general, is designed to take care 
of' an object of' one particular size or weight only. Photo-
electric counting, because of' ita f'lexibility, may be used 
tor selective counting by height or length. It ia there-
tore, practical to maintain a continuous selective count or 
bottles or cartons or varying a1z.. passing simultaneously 
along a conve;ror. 
In practically every industry where material 1a 
b&Ddled in a more or leas continuous nov • photoelectric 
counters are being used. They are used in moat beverage 
plants to count bottles and cases passing along on conve;yors. 
They are used to count leather skins, textile piece goods, 
tor counting on loading chutes and barrel lifts, and are 
the only practical method or counting paper aDd cardboard 
after sizing. 
It is not possible to 11st even in a general way 
all the applications of the electro-1118Chan1cal counting 
aid. but the t'oregoing illustrations iod1cate that in moat 
instances, each industry baa a unique application tor the 
photoelectric counter. 
VI • Control of Production 
"Production control comprises organization, 
planning, check1ng on materials, methods, tooling and 
operation times, handling of routing, scheduling and dis-
patching, and coordination Vi th inspection, so that the 
supply and movement of materials, operations of labor, 
utilization of machines, and related activities of factory 
departments--however subdivided--bring about the desired 
manufacturing results in tel'IILB of quantity, quality, time 
• and place." 
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Control of production b&a been referred to as the 
"paper vorkn of manufacturing. This is true to a certain 
extent, since the majority of the vork is handled on paper 
and maintained in recorda, but the description is too lim-
ited to cover all ita duties. 
Electro~echan1cal devices ere gradually reducing 
the amount of human effort required to carry on the control 
of production, and eventually the task of maintaining 
recorda may be tackled by such devices. 
A. Aida for Visual Control 
1. Annunciators 
For man,- years the visual comprehension or the 
overall production status has aided the production control 
* 1, p. 67. 
department. Previously (ana still giving good service) 
charta and control boards provided the means tor visual 
control. Electro-mechanical deyices have a'l.lpented their 
effectiveness. Special annunciators (See figure 13) have 
been adapted to the task of briDging the production line 
to the control office. 
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Such a device know as the temporator, has been 
installed in the larger companies to coordinate production. 
'l'he main control board ia located within the production 
control department, and cODD8Cting annunciators .(visible 
and/or audible) are situated in other departments of the 
factory. 'l'he central control relays instructiona to the 
proper stations, coYer1ng the methods and times of' perform-
ing the work. 'l'hese instructiona are especially important 
in the case of' changes, and requests f'or information on the 
status or various jobs. Either the worker or an assigned 
dispatcher can report delays. bre&kdovna of eqUipment, 
failures of material to arriYe at the station. completion 
of jobs and any interruptions or deviations trom schedules. 
All figures on completed jobs can be rela7ed from the aub-
stationa to the central control tor bringing their recorda 
up to date. , Job numbers, station or machine numbers, 
operations started or finished, workers 1 names or clock 
numbers, quantities produced, and amount of' spoilage can 
be dialed on this electro-mechar11cal system according to a 
letter and number code. Two vay cOIIIIIIUB1cation by means of 
.. 
Ill 0 I 
Figure 13-- A typical Annunciator used 
in production control and other installa-
tions requiring remote control. 
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the visible annunciators insures both ends, that the correct 
racts have been transferred. 
2. Industrial Television 
Industrial television is juat beginning to find 
applications in production control. In a certain tin plat-
ing m111 the process involves speeds up to 1,500 feet per 
minute, and at such a production, the slightest error can 
be very costly. Actually the macb1nea are essentially 
automatic, but "I'.l'V'" serves the 1Jilportant t'unction or check-
ing on machine operation and correct processing or material. 
The production supervisor can thererore. visually control 
the production output. 
In bantUing customers orders the production con-
trol center can reduce the necessity tor personal contacts 
and speed up operations with the aid or "I'l'V'". It 1a 
possible to televise inatructiona in the torm or sketches. 
drawings, colora, and even shov to the production line, 
atorea or other department& the pro jeeted image of the 
actual parts, sub-assemblies and other details. Shoving 
actual samples of' the parts is especially uae.f'ul when it is 
dif'ticult to describe the object Without actually presenting 
a sample or the part. 
Although it ia not aa versatile as I'.l'V' the tela-
autograph baa been uaed to aid production control mainly as 
a means of' communication. However, it does poaseaa the 
facility or reproducing ak:etcbea directly to the reaponaible 
person without requiring personal contact. 
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B. Communication 
1. Ra4io antems 
Some means or communication is absolutely neces-
sary in carrying out the activities or production control. 
Other than personal visits, the telephone is possibly the 
oldest method of providing contact with the production line, 
purchasing, stores, and other departments. It is still one 
ot the moat useful electro~banical aida in industrial 
management. 
As the size of the plant grows, the network of 
telephones becQmes more complex. Sometimes this complex-
ity produces dela;n. W~f!h hamper the control activities. 
The uae of "squawk boxes" or inter-communication circuits 
have been utilized to eleviate this "busy line" situation. 
The "squawk box" is actually a radio 8111.plifier, and the 
system consists of at least two boxes, one at each end or 
the tran.am1se1on 11n.e. The s;ptem can be installed to ac-
commodate aa many stations aa may be desired. The actual 
operation varies With the requirements and activities in-
volved. Generally there is a switch on each box corres-
ponding to the number of stations in the system, and it is 
necesaary to switch "on" the key identifying that station. 
To eomm•lDicate with the par~y at the keyed station the "push 
to talk" lever is actuated by the sender and sounds uttered 
into the box are heard by the receiver. To answer, the 
person at the receiving station need only press the "push 
to talk" lever and apeak. Other more elaborate syatema 
enable the comaunicators to talk freely back and .forth 
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vi thout depressing the lever each time. In large areas 
and operations that require use or the hands or difficulty 
in reaching the box, comaunication can be accamplished by 
merely speaking in the direction or the box. 
Use or the "squawk box" is limited to a certain 
extent because it requires coanection by means ot a trans-
mission line to each and every station. Long runa that 
may be required in widely separated plants would be costly. 
In widely separated plants and industries similar to strip 
or open-cut mining, wireleaa or two-way radio provideP an 
excellent solution. Managiltlg men have instant communication 
to prevent any disruption to the production cycle. For 
strip mining operations, production time is increased and 
aimless mileage covered by cars and other mobile equiJDent 
is decreased. Breakdowns can be handled immediately and 
lost time substantially reduced. 
2. 'feleautogx:aph 
The teleautograph is an electro-mechanical de-
vice which duplicates at a remote station what is written 
at the sending station. In production control activities, 
eapeciall7 dispf.tching, 1t is ef.feotive ror communicating 
orders and instructions to the various departments. In 
large industries, such aa the automotive industr,-, the 
ass8111bl7 or many sub-assemblies and camponent parts must 
be synchronised so as to prevent delays in production. 
This device is used to record information on the status 
o~ units due for completion so tbat departments needing 
these un1ta 1 vill know if 1t 1a necessary to change 
their plana accordingly V1 tbout delaying the aaaembly 
line or causing a tie-up of vork. 'l'he teleautographa 
chief advantage is that it can be operated by anyone who 
can write and provides a constant record at both sending 
and receiving stations. 
3· TeletyPe 
The teletype is s:1J111lar to the device previous-
ly deecribed 1 but is operated in the same manner as a 
typevriter or telegram sender. 'l'he connecting circuit 
between sending and receiving stations is generally a 
telephone line. Orders and inatructiona from a produc-
tion control center can be typed simul. taneously at several 
stations or plants. In companies V1th Widely separated 
plants or corporations with divisions in distant states 
the teletype provides a much cheaper method of communica-
tion than by actual telephone conversation. Also there 
are generall:y fever busy circuits and less delay in con-
tacting the other party. Since the device duplicates the 
message at the sending aa vell as the receiving stations, 
a pel'lll&!lent record is effected1 vbJ.eh ia not subject to 
dispute as is often the case V1th telephone instructions. 
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4. Television 
Industrial television aa described previously 
has ita chief advantage in ita ability to see remotely. 
In moat industrial applications it ia not necessary for 
the receiving unit to tranam1t sound along With the 
video signal; however, for certain productions control 
activities it ia eaaential tb&t voice accompanies the 
picture. An example voul.d be where it is necessary 
to explain the parts in question on an aaaaably being 
televised. This. type of industrial television baa the 
adVantage of personal contact Without the necessary prob-
lEBDa of perfoming the personal contact. 
C. Recordi!lB and Tabulation 
Among the activities concerning production 
control the necessity of keeping recorda is forEBDOat. 
In order to perfom these activities correctly the re-
corda must be accurate, quickly obtained and easily acces-
sible. 
On the market today are many electro-mechanical 
recorders for various applications. Operational recorders 
are avilable to maintain a record of the sequence of 
operation vitb respect to a time baae. Space-time record-
era provide a quick, easy vay to record the starting and 
finishing times of jobs. Consecutive spacing reduces to a 
minimlBil the time required for making job tU.e recorda by 
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el1m1nating the necesai ty for lining up the card before 
registering. 
Where the size of the plant invol vea the use of 
many apace time recorders the units can be electronically 
self-regulating to keep all recorders on the same time 
bada. 
Another production control device referred to as 
• the "Chronolog" is an electrically operated unit which 
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produces a printed record of machine productivity and idle 
time, and a count of the vork produced. Being entirely 1m-
personal, the device shows vhen, how long and for what 
cause the idle time baa occurred. In certain installations 
this unit has shown savings of 10-25:6, and has been recom-
mended for every type or production equipment that is sub-
ject to interruption. 
The punched-card syataa of tabulating is used 
in various degrees by almost all large corporations. This 
electro-mechanical has been in industry for several years 
•• and ita use baa been analyzed by many writers. 
SUch activities as job planning, time and motion 
study, wage rate setting, machine loading, job estimating, 
and idle machine analysis all require calculations of vary-
ing amounts. The time required tor computations has been 
reduced considerably by the application ot electro-
• 25, p. 202. 
- 3'1, p. 1-246. 
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mechanical calculators and computers. Electronic com-
puters, as they are modernly named, have been adapted to 
simulate machine and operator ~tiona - as many as ten 
different machines at one ~~e ~ tg dete~ne rapidly pro-
duction schedules and operators 1 allowances and c0111plete 
pa::Jl'Oll or production studies faater. ,_This device can 
perfom a da;y 1s work in seconds. It calculates the produc-
tion on each machine of a group, and the waiting time while 
the operator is not loading any machine. Any machines not 
having an automatic cycle and requiring periodic attention 
for loading adjustment or inspection, are said to lend 
themselves to analysis, by the camputer. 
Even further advanced is the "Electronic Pro-
• ceasor" which is capable of unbelievable feats. To be 
classified aa an electronic processor all electronic com-
puter a;yatema must have the following major c0111ponents: 
1. An arithmetical or c0111puter unit, which like 
a human brain or desk Calculator doing SUII18 1 
does the silllple counting. 
2. A control or programming unit, which, like 
an overseeing intelligence or desk calculator 
operator, detel'lllinea the t;ype, sequence, and 
direction of the computation. 
3· A memory unit, which like the brain's memory 
or an operator's work sheets and file cabi-
nets retains intermediate results, tables or 
other information when needed. 
4. An input-output unit, which like the keys 
and paper roll on a desk calculator, provide 
the means to CCIIIIlunicate original data into 
the machine and get out final reaul ts. 
• 31, P• 82-85. 
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The first three of these requirements have been 
aatiafied by the design engineera, but the fourth requisite 
is still subject to improvement. The chief difficulty is 
found in providing an input-output circuit that is capable 
or the speeds required by the other components. 
The card-programmed-calculator or "CPC" as abbre-
viated by International Business Machines, ia the closest 
system to the perfect electDonic processor, at the present 
time. Although these units are used in onl.y the larger 
corporations because of their initial cost, several of the 
electronic computer aanuracturers are rapidly producing 
models for widespread industrial use. At the present time 
the CPC is being utilizf(l at the Caterpillar Tractor Com-
pany for vork on 1110nthly production control, inventory 
control and other problema. Mo11881lto Chemical Compan7 has 
applied CPC in getting up monthly proti t and loss state-
ments. In ever7 inatallation ao far the systems are 
rapidly paying tor themselves in actual time saved. 
D. Specialized Production EguiJ!Ilent 
Methods engineering, operation analysis, tooling 
for jobs, and standardization or operations are ver7 impor-
tant activities or production control. Primarily these 
activities are concerned Vith the tools and equi}Dent for 
use in performing the required vork, and consequently re-
quire a never-ending search for better machines and more 
automatic operation. Electrootaechanical aids have been 
foremost in providing these requisites. 
1. Controllers 
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The produce of many of our vital industries re-
quires constant and careful control of the processes in-
volved. Electronic pressure, temperature (See figure 14), 
and tilDe controllers provide the desired control and if 
desired also make a permanent record of the ranges covered. 
Even in processes requiring control or extremely high tem-
peratures the electronic radiation pyrometer provides an 
equitable solution. 
2. Int'rared 
Chemical, petroleUIIl, pharmaceutical and rubber 
industries have been boasting automatic process control for 
years. The many dials, gages, and instruments in the con-
trol room of a processing plant, do automatically regulate 
temperature, pressure, nov, and liquid level; but these are 
secondary variables. Their control does not mean success. 
The product itself still has to be sampled periodically to 
see hov things are going, b7 checking their actual composi-
tion. An electronic device called the infrared spectrometer 
does juat that. It vorka much faater than chemical anal-
• ysis. 
The int'rared spectrometer is delicate and must be 
• 32, p. 56-
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Figure 14-- An automatic temperature controller with a 
schematic drawing demonstrating the operation of a tYPical 
system. 1 
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handled Yith care. It utilizes a the:rmac:ouple which 
measures within 1/lOO,OOOth of a degree in temperature and 
must be protected from noise, vibration, excessive humidity 
and dirt. These conditioll8 are difficult to maintain out-
aide a laboratory. 
Ita operation is baaed on the fact that organic 
materials can be "fingerprinted" 111 tel'IIUI of the specific 
wave lengths of infrared oigbt the;,. absorb. The light is 
passed through the sample, which III&Y be gas, liquid, or 
solid. Then the raJ'S are dispersed in a rock-salt priam 
and plotted as a apectrUIIl. l'lo two lll&terials give exactly 
the same inf'rared pattern. 
Al.though the difficulties of protecting the sensi-
tive apparatus still exists, the lll&llufacturers of illf'rared 
ill8tl'UIIIents are continually licking the draWbacks. In the 
not too distant ruture these devices Yill convert a lot of 
plants from "batch" to "continuous" output. 
5o far the inf'rared gas analyzer has been the 
only t;rpe ill8trUIIlent to be used in production control. It 
can continuously record the concentration of one component 
in a gas lllixture. In the oil refining industry the con-
tinuous record of carbon DIOnoxide in waste gas f'rom. a 
generator indicates the combustion condition and tells 
whether taaperatures in the regenerator are in control. 
3· High Frequency Beating 
High f'requenc;,. dielectric heating equi:r;ment is 
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a comparatively new industrial tool. Designed for the 
heat1ng of non-conducting lll8.terials, it does the job in a 
completely different fashion than is true with more conven-
tional methods. 
With a turnace, a boiler, or an oven, heat is 
applied to the outside or the material to raise its tempera-
ture. High frequency equip~~ent on the ether hand generates 
heat inside the material. With it, many jobs can be done 
better and more economically. Some jobs can be accomplished 
in tact, that would be impossible with other heating equip-
ment. 
The Pord Motor Company has adapted this specialized 
equip~~ent (See figures 15, 16 and 17) in the lamination pro-
cess for fabrication or frames and pillars for station 
wagons. An operation ~eh used to take hours and even days, 
has now been reduced to a matter of minutes. At the same 
• time the quality of the product hall been improved. 
Although applications for high frequency heating 
are still being discovered some or the more important ones 
with their advantages are: 
1. Wood gluing - heat generated at aurtaces being joined. _ 
2. Plyvood fabr1cation - faster heat penetration. 
3 •• Drying - even temperatures tor uniform drying. 
4 Preheating plastic molding materials - uniform 
preheating of an:r size preform. 
5· Curing rubber and resins - univorm pol;ymeriza-
tion • 
• 26, p. 157· 
Figure 15-- Loading a 75-ton Frisch 
press with plys tor a pillar balnk. Finish-
ed blanks in background. 
Bigure 16-- Operator 
takes bonded pillar trom 
press. After mere minutes# 
plys are lamina te«J;· and 
shape ot pillar bltnk is 
permanently. formed • 
. '
Figure 17-- Pillar 
blank in preaa. High 
frequency energy trom 
un1 t crea tea uniform 
heat in the load by 
molecular friction. 
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6. Forming glass - better welding through unirorm 
i'lov. 
7• Processing sheet plaatics -ability to mold 
or shape thick sections. 
8. Sealing the1'1110plaat1ca - instant bonding. 
9. Food proceaa1ng - through dehydrati.on vi.thout 
ease hardening. 
4. Electrostatic Sprartng 
A specialized electro~banieal device. electro-
static spraying. baa been lowering labor aDd upkeep costa 
in many campanies requ1r1ng production line painting. In 
operation objects pass thru high-voltage grids to induce 
an electrostatic charge on the object. This charged object 
attracts the particles of paint in the spray. thus prevent-
* 1ng overapra;y. which reduces the amount or paint wasted. 
Tho Rorge Division of the Borg-warner Corporation 
utilizes this equipment in f1n1ah1ng the exterior or their 
refrigerators. Leas ventilation. lover pressure spray. 
better coating on edges, rever men needed to operate spray .. 
ing equip!llent aDd uniform quality are acme of the advantages 
reported for these installations. 
5. Ultrasonic BQuill!ent 
Sound waves are revolutionizing a variety of in-
dustrial processes. The jobs which these waves or vibra-
tions or high frequency or intensity ean do with unprece-
dented etf'iciency iuclude the following: 
1. Detecti.ng flaws in materials dit'ticult to 
inspect. 
* 30. P• 98. 
2. Mixing 1mm1aible fiuids, like water and oil. 
3· Cleaning and degrea.aing of' materials or 
products. 
4. Collecting smoke and other aerosols. 
5· Accelerating chemical reactions, the welding 
and soldering of' metal, the drilling or 
machining of' ceramics. 
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High frequency sound waves pack a tremendous amount 
of energy in a 11111&11 area. It bas been pointed out that e. 
kilowatt of' ultrasonic power may be concentrated into an 
area only e. centimeter square. 'lbat is ten till.es the con-
centration or energy in a white hot tungsten lamp filament. 
Moat of the applicationa for ultrasonic eqUiJDent 
that have been discovered can be utilized only in the labor-
atory; fortunately, testing of metal tor navs and drilling 
of' bard metals With ultrasonic equiJDent have been applied 
to the production line. Por example. an ultrasonic drilling 
unit baa been developed and lieenaed to a number of plants. 
The drilling unit looks like an ordinary bench-type press. 
and the tool looks like a puneh1 but there the s1m.1larity 
ends. The tool does not reall7 cut the vork. Instead. as 
the tool vibrates, it forces aga1nat the vork an abrasive 
slurr;r fed like a coolant. It is the slurry vh!ch actually 
does the job. 
This cutting method has the advantage that the 
tool itself' can be sorter than the vork. Ordinary steel 
rather than carbide or diamonds is used to drill extremely 
hard ma teria.ls. 
VII. Mainte.ining Quality 
A. Inspection Control 
There are a nl.IIBber or different lc1nda or inspec-
tion, each carried on because ot the necessity tor control-
ling quality ot work in the beat manner and detecting 
spoilage as early as possible, so that further loss can be 
prevented. Moat plants inspect in several ways, each method 
being applied tor ita own definite purposes. The folloWing 
• are some or the methods: 
1. Key-operation inspection. 
2. Trial run 1118pection 
3· Worlc1ng inspection 
4. sampling inspection 
5· Preassembly ill8pection 
6. Pirst piece inspection 
7. Percentage inspection 
8. Pilot piece inspection 
In many or these methods the same inspecting 
equipment is required; however, new electro-mechanical de-
vices have a1mplit1ed inspection. 
1. Unit Inspection 
Jlany ot industries today manufacture products 
comprising the assembly ot many BIMJler parts. These parts, 
in order to me.intain the desired quality or customer utility, 
must be inspected or gaged to determine their acceptability 
or rejection. Depending on the production line system 
and the method or inspection, the t;ype or gaging instru-
ments or equipment Will vary trolll company to company • 
• 1, p.636. 
Regardl.eaa or these variations, the number and variety of 
electro-mechanical aida for maintaining qua1ity can not 
be equalled in any other phaae of industrial management. 
a. Comparators 
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Comparators are instruments uaed to determine 
whether or not fabricated parts conform to a standard part. 
Previously comparators tor gaging phyaical dilllenaiona, 
relied on mechanical linkages tor indications, now electro-
mechanical comparators (See figures 18 and 19) combines 
mechanical gaging wit-h electronic 118gnitication. This type 
or instrument provides an assembly Which is very adaptable 
and practically iDaune to measuring accidents. These com-
parators can be supplied Y1 tb. limit lights in addi t1on to 
an indicating meter. tor t&ater comparison or prodUction 
parts. 
Mul ti-dimenaion gaging can also ~ performed vi th 
the aid of these comparators. A s;ratem of comparators is 
so arranged and electrically coDDected to a central source, 
that' the operator can detect any outsize dilllension by merely 
watching a single light. 
There are other types or comparators :for checldng 
physical and chemical properties o:r material or parts. One 
o:f these, the "Jiagnetic Comparator", provides a quick, 
simple, non-destructive method of inspecting ferrous parts. 
With this equipnent, rods, bolts, springs and small fabri-
cated parts are compared With a preselected standard or 
Figure 18-- An Electronic Comparator 
Figure 19-- Operator shovn checking thickness 
dimension of metallic discs at a production test 
station. 
•• 
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the 88118 size and shape to detect a difference in composi-
tion, heat-treatment, or other characteristics which alter 
the resistivity or magnetic properties. In many caaea this 
comparator will distinguish between steel, whose hardness 
differs by as little aa two points of Rockwell.# 
Another s1milar ccmparator, using a different 
electronic principle, can make comparisons with non-magnetic 
as well as magnetic metals (See figures 20 and 21). As well 
aa providing a quaJ.i.ty inspection, this metals comparator 
J)rovides an economical means of' decreasing scrap loaaea due 
to lllixed material or incorrect proceaaing. Parts appearing 
alike but dirt'ering in characteristics can be easily separ-
ated into acceptable and nonacceptable groups. It baa also 
been used to control nom•grwtic platings on magnetic corea, 
and magnetic platings on nonm•gnetic corea. 
Industrial 1napeetion or cylinder-head tolerances 
in automobile manut'acturing hall been speeded up conaiderabl;r 
tbrougb the application or an electronic volume comparator 
known as the "Cavitometer". • 
The underlying principle of volume measurement 
b7 the instrument is that all cavities within a certain type 
or tbro&t opening have a natural resonant frequency. If a 
# The Rockwell hardneaa teat comprises a set number scale 
tor comparing hardness or metals using the Rockwell 
testing equipaent or equ1 valent. 
• 33, P• 90-91. 
Figure 20-- Parts being tested · in an 
electronic Metals Comparator coil. 
Figure 21-- Test head of the Metal Comparator 
testing a ~d~to-get-at surface • 
. '. 
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master cavity or known volume is ueed tor comparison with 
an unknown cavity and the two cavities are made to resonate 
at their natUl'al. sonic frequenc7 With the frequencies oppos-
ing each other, then the diN'erence in frequency may be 
interpreted in tel'llls or dit.ference in volume as compared 
with the master cavity. 
The Cavitometer will inspect cylinder heads at 
about tvo seconds per cylinder it they are W1 thin tolerance. 
Six seconds are required tor the operator to take a cylinder 
head ott the rack and place another one on. Six-cylinder 
heads can be inspected at a rate or about 180 per hour. 
b. Plav Detection 
"It is a mone,--vaating business to uee costly 
manufacturing time and equipaent ror processing parts and 
• materials that are de1'ective troa the start." A compara-
tivelJ' new electrOII&glletic method or inspecting magnetic 
and oon-magnetic materials tor de.fecta baa been marketed 
b7 Magnatlux Corporation. "Magnatlux" as the inspection 
process ia called, can be adapted to conveyorized un1 ta tor 
.fast, production line inspection or used tor general purpose 
(See .figures 22 and 23) • 
Its principle or operation requires that a mag-
netic .field be set up in the proper direction within the 
part. Sudden interruptions to this magnetic field by 
• B, p. 2. 
Figure 22-- This Magnaflux conveyorized unit is auto-
matic and used for production line inspection of aircraft jet engine turbine blades. 
Figure 23-- This invisible crack in a speciai a!rcraft 
bolt could have caused failure in flight. Inspection with 
Magnan ux shows it here. 
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cracks or discontinuities in the part crowd a0111e of' the 
magnetic nux# outside the aurtace of' the part. These 
leakage fields act aa loca1 ugneta, and attract and hold 
finely diYided ferromagnetic particles aa they are applied. 
A definite indication is built up at the exact location, 
shoving the extent and shape ot the crack or flaw. The 
particles may be applied automatically or by hand, either 
by suspension in thin o11 or aa dry powder. Even colored 
powders are provided to show tlaws against any aurtace color. 
A a1m1lar proceaa "Magnaglo" accOJBpliahea the 
aame purpose as .Magnatlux, but With speedier inspection. 
Application is similar to the M&gnatlux "wet" method, but 
inspection is performed under black lignt. The M&gnaglo 
particles are tluoreeeent as vell aa magnetic, so that 
every crack or tl&v is marked by a gloving indication, 
(See figures 24 and 25}. Pour outstanding advantages are 
claimed tor this method of' tlav detection: 
1. The speed with which the eyes are attracted 
to the indications greatly steps up inspection 
rates and reduces inpaection coat per piece. 
2. The gloving indications are largely indepen-
dent of' aurf'ace color or shape. 
3. The indications glow in the darkness to 
attract the inspector's eyes. He does not 
have to search the surface for them. 
4. More positive detection ia possible in the 
locating of' very ..all defects or defects in 
parts v1 th dark aurf'aeea auch as rougb forgings. 
# magnetic linea of force. 
Fig . 24- Th1s maeh1ne con•eys and automatically processes 
steam turbine blades for h1gh epeed inspection with Magna-
glo. By providing two directional magnetizations at the 
eame time, it reveals cracks in any direction in a single 
"pass", for low-coat, h1gh~speed inspection. 
Fig . 25- Th1e eprlng looked to be suitable for service. 
Inspection with Magnaglo showed cracks that would have 
resulted in breakage on the job. 
. 
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Por inspection of non~etic solids "Zyglo" 
can be used in a a1m.1lar manner to the previous process, 
except that a non-magnetic fluoreacent penetrant ia used 
tor detecting defects. 
Other processes include "Statiflux" or electri-
fied particle inspection tor non-conductor materials such 
aa fired ceramics, porcelain enamels, glass, gllUed china 
and plastics. "Partik" is uaed tor inspection of porous 
aolida such as unfired clay. 
Although primarily designed for measuring thick-
ness of materials "Sonlzon" has proven an asset in detect-
ing internal "blow holes"* and flaws in solid materials. 
In oparation, "Sonlzon" generates a constantly changing 
range ot high frequencies vhieh is fed to a quarts crystal 
in the hant'.l probe {See figures 26 and 27). These electri-
cal impulses are changed to sound waves by the crptal. 
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The sound waves travel to tbe opposite face of the material 
and are reflected back to tbe CJ'78tal. When particular 
sound vavea h1 t tbe oppoai te aide or the material ant'.! are 
reflected back to arrive at the same instant the next waves 
are leaving, an energy change is reflected into the elect-
ronic circuits. Thia energy change is aruplified and 
causes a pip to appear on the cathode ray tube (See figure 
27). This indicates the correct thickness of the material. 
II "blov holes" are caused by trapped air when castings are 
poured. 
• 
Figure 26-- Operator is shown testing for 
uniformity of thickness with the aid of Sonizon. 
.... 
Somzon is here used to 
obtain a thirknpss read· 
ing on a /orm·u:eldPd 
~heet •te••l cabinet. 
Th11 "pip" in the lmt> 
on tlu• face of the tub#" 
shows a thirkness of 
0 017", rorrect and sal· 
i.<J•u·tory for this use . 
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• 
Figure 27-- A demonstration of how to use Soniz'on correctly • 
When a nav 1s detected, a cb&Dse 111 the ra7 tube pattern 
1s clearl7 indicated. Other def'ecta can be detected in 
laminated sheet, and bonded ~~~&ter1ale. 
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The uae of' lov wltage, long wavelength x-radiat1on 
finds ver7 extenaive appl1cationa aa a means or non-destruc-
tive examination or spot velds, (See figures 28, 29 and 30). 
and a research method 111 collllection vith light metal allo78, 
thin seetiona or heavier metals &lld a great var1et7 of 
articles or low denait7 such aa pl7Vood, plastics, leather, 
glass, textiles, porcelain &lld ceramics. 
Higher wltage x-ra,. Ullits, (See figure 31) provide 
a more thorough 1napection or metal castings and materials 
than &11"3' other lmoVD means. The thtclmesa and ehe.raeter1s-
t1cs or the lll&ter1&1 detel'lllinea the voltage necessar7, the 
exposure time, and the type or film required. Illiti&l in-
stallationa are expensive but the!r illportanee in maintain-
ing qual1t7 varranta the coat. 
c. Spectrophotometer 
• The Spectrophotometer ia a precision instrument 
for automaticall7 and accuratel7 measuring and recording 
color (See figure 32). It is uaetul in industrial plants 
for setting up color standards and controlling color or 
paint dyes, glass, inks, textiles &lld &lao for laborator7 
anal78ia • 
• 5, p. 51· 
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Figure 28-- Radiograph machine in operation. 
SPOT WELPS-Rad•oqraph shows first we J to be unders' 
with crocks ond nugget cxtrus on. Tho follow'ng welds are oorm 
Fig1;,re 29-- Radiograph of spot velds. 
SEAM WE~D- Radiograph of over'appinq Sf''l' w 
a seam weld. All welds are no mal the scam s nccc >I~ 
Figure 30-- Radiograph of a seam weld . 
• 
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Figure 31-- Operator is inspecting castings for 
flaws with the aid of high voltage x-rays. 
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• 
Pigure ~2-- A Recording Spectrophotometer is abown 
"fingerprin'ting" pigment samples. . 
• 
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In the paint and coloring industry, long ex-
perience baa demonstrated that in a mixture of piglllenta a 
fixed tol'Jilula cannot be relied upon to produce a aeries or 
"batches" all uniform in color, no matter how accurately 
the proportional quantities 11&7 be weighed or measured. 
'l'o m1n1m1.ze the possibility or "drift" in batches, it is 
cutClllll&l'y to match different batches daily and CCllllpare with 
carefully preserved standards. 
untortunatel7, these standards cannot be relied 
upon to 11&1nta1n their integrity over a period of time. 
It is therefore desirable to have some means of measurement 
or specifications that will poaitivel7 identify the color 
ot any selected standard, enabling a record to be kept in 
quantitative tel'JilS or fundaaental physical units. The 
recording spectrophotometer offers that means. 
d. Electron Microscope 
'l'he Electron Microscope is a new kind of micro-
scope which uses a beam of electrons in place or the beam 
ot light, used in ordinar7 optical m1croscope, to obtain 
much higher resolving power and greater useful magnifica-
tiona than have heretofore been possible. With this in-
strument, it is possible to observe and photograph particles 
and structure detail too small to be seen b7 any other 
means. 
In practice, the Electron JUcroacope (See figure 
33) ~es possible magnifications as much as fitty times 
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greater than can be obtained with the best light micro-
scopes. Magnifications tor direct viewing are variable 
from 100 to 20,000 diameters. Photographs can be made with 
a bull t-in camera (See figures 34 and 35). The resolution 
in these photographs is such that they can be enlarged as 
much as twenty times, providing .final useful magnifications 
of 100,000 diameters. 
This electronic device can help maintain quality 
b;r assuring product unifol'lllit,- and strict adherence to 
specifications. 
e. Other Eauipaent 
There are, on the market, other types ot electron-
ic gages tor unit inspection or the thickness of non-
magnetic material on magnetic iron or steel in order to 
detel'llline if it is adequate or to show excess thickness or 
wastefulness. T,-pical applicationa include thickness 
measurement of paint on automobile bodies and refrigerator 
cabinets, babbitt, silver, and bronze linings in steel-
backed bearings; also sheets or glass, plastics, paper, 
cellophaae, braaa, copper, which has been rolled and bonded 
with steel. 
Another inspection device is found in the 
• 
"Profilameter" , which is a direct-reading instrument for 
measuring surface roughness in definite inch units. It 
will measure practicall,- an,- machined or finished surface, 
external or internal, in an;r direction and tor any desired 
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Figure 33-- An Electron Micro-
~cope in operation. 
Jt'igur·e 34-- Electro-
lyt1cally etched 18-8 
sta~nless steel • . Micro-
graph is at magnification 
of 1,000 diameters. 
• 
'!" 
Figur~. 35-- '£his 
micrograph shows uran-
ium-shadowed Latex 
particles supported on 
a replica of a 15,000 
line / inch diffraction 
grating at 9,000 dia-
meters. 
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distance (See figures 36. 37 and 38). These accurate 
roughness meaaurements in themaelves are or recognized and 
increasing importance to a great IIIILDJ' industries. In addi-
tion, the relationship of surface roughness to other gaging 
and control probl•s is such tbat the Protilometer has be-
COille a primar7 tool in qualit7 control. 
In the wood fabricating industries, the qualit7 
of the end product is dependent to a certain extent on the 
amount of moisture present in the materials used. There is 
available a dsvice to indicate the percentage moisture con-
tent of WOOd during prelim1nar7 inspection. To check the 
wood, the user inserts the needle electrode into the sample. 
presses a button and reads d1rectl7 the percentage moisture 
content. 
2. Continuous Inspection 
To reduce the actual amount or handling expense 
to a minimUIII, man7 inspection devices have been adapted to 
the production linea to perform continuous or automatic 
inspection of products. Such products as paper, sheet 
metals. gases and liquids b7 their characteristics of manu-
facture require methods or continuous inspection. Again 
the electro~echanical devices have proven their abilit7 
in the solution or continuous inspection problema • 
• 18. p. 1. 
Figure 36-- Oper-
ator demonstrating 
the P.rofilomete~. 
' •• , '. ·~: l' ~·; .. '·::. ~ ;,·-· -~' ' ' • ----~ 
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F'igure 38-- In manufac-
turing high precision ball 
bearings an excellent 
ground finish must be 
obtained. Consequently, 
the Profilometer is used 
to check the results of 
the gx·1nding operation. 
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Figure 37~- A Prof-
ilometer is used here 
to check the roughness 
of glass samples taken 
at regul~r · iQtervlas 
between grinding and 
polishing ~perations • 
• 
, 
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a. Sheet Materials 
• The "Electrol11111t Continuous Gage" is a measur-
ing device capable or indicating the thickness of sheet 
metal as it comes from the pressure rollers. i'he gage is 
mounted directly on the rolling mill (See .figures 39 and 40), 
and indicates accurately the variation in the material 
being rolled to • 0001 ot an inch. Recorders can also be 
utili~ed to maintain a complete record ot the variations 
indicated. 
Continuous gages are made tor inspecting the thick-
ness ot non-magnetic, conductive materials. This gage is 
non-contacting; the material passes theough the air gap be-
tween the top and bottom parts ot the gaging head (See 
figures 41 and 42). i'he instrument is designed tor measuring 
toils trom .00025 ot an inch to .010 ot an inch. 
For non"''lletalic materials such as paper, rubber, 
asbestos, or plastics, the continuous measurement or thick-
ness is accomplisllled by a different principle. This inatru-
ment checks the thickness of the material as it passes over 
a roll which acta as an armature. As the thickness of the 
material varies, the precision rollers of the gage move 
the magnetic coila, in the gage itself, farther away or 
closer to the larger roll; thus, the inductance is varied 
and causes the pointer on the meter to indicate the thick-
ness • 
• 6, p. 219. 
Figure 39-- An Electrolimit Continuous Gage. 
Figure 40-- A cold rollin~ mill in operation with an 
Electrolimit Continuous Gage lsee circles) installed tor 
measuring.the thickness or the strip material. 
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Figure 41-- Installation shoving the 
operation of an Electrolimit Foil Gage. 
l''""'r I nil lnchc·al in~! \l<'lc·r 
Figure 42-- Operating units of the 
Electrolimit Foil Gage. 
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Where it is not possible to use the contacting 
t7Pe of thickness gage a new beta-ray gage can be utilized. 
It can measure thickness of sheets which are vet, sticky, 
highly polished, or soft. The gage cannot mark the sheet 
or affect it in an,- va,-, since the gaging is done by a 
Slll&ll beam of beta-rays which paaaes through the sheet Jl 
x-ra,- thickness gases are also adaptable for 
inspection vi thout contacting the material being gaged. 
In the manufacture ot non-conducting sheet ma-
terials, maintaining unifol'lll rolla of the finished product 
is also a qual.it;y control probl-.. Continuous inspection 
of the tension of the moving sheet is the function of a 
• device called the "Tensionmeter". lfuen used in connection 
with an automatic control, high quality production ia main-
tained because the tension or moving sheets is held con-
stant regardless of changes in an;y of the variables affect-
ing tension, such as freeness, consistency, dryer t-.pera-
ture, moisture content, calendar stack-loading or friction-
load variations (See figure 43). 
Jla1nta1ning qualit7 in the manufacture of non-
metalic sheet products has been aided by an electro-
mechanical "Pault Detector". 'l'his equ1paent will detect 
and count holes, thin apot•, and conducting particles 
# beta ra;ya are high speed electrons 
• 5, p. 57· 
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'Figure 43-- The paper tensio~eter may be installed as 
shown to monitor and regulate tension at a calander. A 
roller four inches long on the tension head lightly touches 
the sheet. It can be mounted near the front or back edge 
of the sheet and near the calander stack or dryer. 
!y.' 
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(foreign matter) in various materials at production speeds. 
The material passes through the electrode un1 t of the 
Pault Detector. This electrode unit is in contact with 
the material. When a fault passes the electrode. it allows 
current to flow from a high voltage source and actuates 
the fault detecting circuit. vhich in turn sounds an alarm 
and records the number of faults. 
b. Liquids and Qaaes 
In sugar refineries. the quality of the end pro-
duct is determined by various characteristics of the pro-
ceases. The turbidity of sugar syrups is one measure in 
determining quality. To keep the degree of turbidity under 
control. a "Luximeter" is utilized. The Luximeter actually 
measures the degree of light tran•1saion of a liquid. and 
the aaount of light tranni tted 1a a function of the tur-
bidity in the syrups. 
This device has &lao been used to measure the 
degree of pasteurization of milk in the dairy products 
industry. 
Industries that manufacture liquid products and 
those that use liquids in the manufacture of other products 
ean rely on solution conductivity measurements to keep a 
constant check on the quality of the product. Solution 
conductivity is a measure of the ability of a solution to 
carry an electric current. It is &lao called specific 
conductance and is defined as the reciprocal or the 
resistance in ohms of a one centimeter cube of liquid at 
a specified temperature. The conductivity of a solution 
is measured by the use of Conductivity Bridges. A probe 
unit is inserted into the liquid and its specific conduc-
tance is indicated on a calibrated scale. This electro-
mechanical device can be used to check the quality of the 
following products: 
1. Chemical solutions - inspection of electro-
lytes tram distilled water to strong acids 
and bases. 
2. Beverages and Pood Products - check chemical 
purity of distilled water and determine 
acidity or alkalinity of products. 
3· Textiles, Paper, and Insulating Materials -
inspection of materials used in preparation 
and control of fabricating processes. 
4. Sugar, 81l'UP and Molasses - determination of 
ash content and chemical purity of water 
used. 
A vacuum which ia an baaenee of gases, is neces-
sary in the manufacture ot same pharmaeeuticals, electron 
tubes, and chemical processes. It is necessary to have 
continuous inspection of the vacuum maintained in the 
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system. * The "Ion aage" is capable of continuously measur-
ing the highest vacuums ordinarily encountered in factory 
processes. With a range ot 1 micron to • 00001 micron, it 
provides a valuable means of vacuum indication necessary 
for the examination of vacuum processes and the production 
of equipaent • 
• 5. p. 69. 
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c. Packaged units 
Automatic inspection of finished products for rlaws, 
defects, and poor quality has aided in speeding up produc-
tion. The automatic inspection or bottled beverages has 
been accomplished by a combination of electronic, optical 
and mechanical elements designed for superior inspection 
(See figure 44}. After bottles have been f'illed, crowned 
and mixed, this machine inspects the liquid within the bottle 
f'or foreign particles. It automatically takes the bottles 
f'rom the regular bottling line conveyor, inspects the liquid 
contents, returna good bottles to the regular conveyor line 
and delivers rejected bottles to its reject accumulating 
table. Operation is automatic and results in saving labor 
required f'or human inspection aa well as in greatly improved 
quality. 
A similar machine is used f'or inspection of BJnpuls 
and vials. Th1a device automatically inspects the liquid 
within tor f'oreign particles (See figure 45). Ampuls are 
fed into the inspection machine automatically and after in-
spection are discharged through an accepted or rejected chute. 
Use or this machine provides a much higher quality or in-
spection than can be regularl;r maintained by average human 
inspection. 
In the canning industry inspection or cans for 
absence of labels has been accomplished b;r photoelectric 
control with two light sources and an electric timer. One 
• 
• 
Figure 44-- A typical dual inspec-
tion machine in the Atlantic Coca-cola 
Bottling Company. 
Figure 45-- Automatic inspection 
machine £or checking ampuls and vials 
for foreign matter • 
• 
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light beam is directed onto the photoelectric control 
across the conveyor line along which the cans are passing. 
The other light source is so located on the same side as 
the photoelectric control ao t~t ita light is reflected 
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to the pbototube from a paaaing \Ullabeled can. I:f a labeled 
can goes by the photoelectric control is actuated by the 
lack o:r reflection from the label prov141bg an impulse 
which keeps the time load circuit closed. If, however, 
an unlabeled can goes by, the photoelectric receiver re-
ceives light continuously. As a result, the photoelectric 
control is not pulsed, no impulse is given to the timer, 
the timer load circuit opens and the conveyor stopped or 
the can automatically ejected from the line. 
Similar photoelectric inspection devices have 
been applied to the automotive, dairy, :food and plastic 
fields. 
d. Quality Control Indicator 
Industry needs quality controls, but is pain:fully 
aware of the arithmetic involved. Present statistical 
qualit;y-eontrol methoda in induatr;y are limited in effec-
tiveness b;y the time dela;y in collecting and using data. 
* The "Quality Control Indicator" is so engineered and de-
signed that the time delay is reduced. 
Essentially, it is an electric computer that gets 
• 5. p. 39· 
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its signals fl'om stations along the production line. 'l'he 
computer counts the number of items produced and the num-
ber ot rejects. Then it indicates on a meter (See figure 
46) whether the percentage of rejections is above or below 
an acceptable level at any given instant. 
The big advantage ot the indicator is this: It 
gives production managers on the spot report on rejects. 
There is no lag between the times or check1ns ;t'ejecta and 
calculating the findings. 
This unit uses pbotoelectri~ control (See figure 
47) to count the items as they are made. so that a basis 
can be set for the indicator in calculating percentage or 
rejections. Every time an inspector rejects one, he 
punches a button labeled for particular defect he has 
spotted. The meters are sildlarly labeled. Acceptable 
reject rates, baaed on previous production experience can 
be preset. If reject percentage seems higher than the pre-
set figure, the meter's needle moves over to the red point 
of the scale. in one installation, the meter cut reject 
rate by approximately sixty per cent. 
3· Automatic Class1t)1ng 
The dimension or dimensions of practically any 
, article of any size and any shape can be gaged automati-
cally in thousandths to ten millionths Vi th the remarkable 
accuracy and speed or an electronic a;ystem. 
An automatic claasit;ying gage can be designed 
' 
• 
Figure 46-- Quality Control 
Indicators in operation. 
Figure 47-- A typical Photoelectric 
unit consisting o~ a light source and 
receiver·. 
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and built to han(Ue, gage and claaai1'y parts at high speed. 
The workpiece ia fed and poai tioned by conventional mechani-
cal means, but is unerringly sized by electronics. Work 
can actually be fed and measured quicker than it can be 
dispoaed or by ordinary methods. With a "memory" circuit, 
workpiecea can be maasured, classified, and the dimension 
retained until the part reaches proper disposal position. 
The installation or one or these new automatic 
gaging and classi1'ying machines was made by a large manu-
facturer or motor ears. The company needed such a machine 
for automatically checldng all critical d1m.ensions or an 
automotive valve tappet and properly segregating the parts. 
The maehine requires onl7 one operator and bas 
a C)'Ole capacity of 2,000 parts per hour. Included in the 
various gaging operations are tbe outside diameters at each 
end and taper, the major internal diameter, depth or both 
major and am.al.lest internal diame,ters; solid end race is 
checked for squareness w1 th the bore and overall length is 
gaged. At various segregating stations unaccepted parts 
are ejected in separate chutes af'ter being classified as 
complete rejects or as suitable tor salvage and reworking. 
B. Testing 
1. Comparison with Inspection 
Inspection and testing are words used b7 many 
people in describing the same act. Generally, testing is 
more a degree or inspection. Tbat is to say, testing 
involves the examination or pre-production models or lab-
oratory samples. Testing these units usually brings about 
the specifications tor production units. Test equipment 
is largely laboratory type equipment, but nevertheless, 
it has a definite part in maintaining qual1 ty ot the end 
products. 
To illustrate the ditrerence between testing and 
inspection, an actual example will be given. In practice, 
the same equipment can be used for both testing and in-
spection. 
A nev analyzing method has been developed for 
checking engine cam contours. The conventional method in-
volves using a suitable fixture to record the cam contour 
lett at intervals ot one or two degrees. This method is 
sufficiently accurate tor most inspection purposes as it 
provides data comparable to the design lift figures. How-
ever, small contour errors are not easily round Vi thout 
plotting a litt curve several times size. 
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In the electronic method, the camshaft is mounted 
in a lathe, and each cam contour is checked by observing 
curves that appear on the screen ot a cathode-ray oscillo-
scope. The equipment can be arranged on actual engines 
vi th overhead valves to study operation ot valves. 
In this example, the testing is performed on a 
pilot model and the resulting curves or patterns are used 
for production inspection of cam abat'ta.; both uaing the 
same equiiJilent. 
2. Teat Eguiment 
Due to the large number of electro~echan!cal 
aida for testing and the variety of teats that can be per-
formed by each, the folloWing list will provide only a 
brief a•mmmry of the ever-increasing number of available 
aida tor control of quality: 
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1. Oscillograph - Quantities such as pressure 
sound, vibration, stress, time, 
speed, mechanical movement and 
other quantities which will 
give an electrical impulse. 
2. Volt Meters - Plant testing, trouble investi-
gation and electronic measure-
menta. 
3. Signal Generators - Electronic equipment test-
ing. 
4. Phase Sh!f'ts - Testing watthour meters and 
electronic circui ta. 
5· AC Teat Sets - High potential testing or trans-
formers, generators, circuit 
breakers, motors, cable, gloves, 
tapes aDd liquids. 
6. Coil '!'eaters - Accurate test of coila for 
motors, relays, radios, trans-
formers and instruments. 
7• Insulation Resistance Meter - Testing insula-
tion characteristics. 
8. Abrasion Teats - Toughness or insulation on 
tillll coated wire. 
9. Ball-Bearing-Grease Teater - Life testing 
grease for ball-bearings. 
10. Low-stress Elonsat1on Testers - Tests 
e1onsat1on characteristics 
of wire. 
11. Fatigue Teater - Reverse bending character-
istics of materials. 
12. Puncture Teater - Beaiatance to puncture of 
corrugated board, fibreboard, 
wallboard, plywood and heavy 
paper. 
13. Electronic Tachometer - Speed testing of 
motors and other rotating 
me.chiner,-. 
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14. Electroma~etic Torque Meter - Torque testing 
on engine ahat'ta. 
15. Sound Level Jleter - Testing gears and machines 
for operational eharacteriatica. 
16. Vibration Indicator - Testing machine vibra-
tion. 
VIII. Control of Maintenance 
A. Preventative Maintenance 
It is the purpose ot maintenance to keep service 
equip!lent and production machinery in satisfactory condi-
tion. Preventive maintenance is the most important part 
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of maintenance control. It is easier to remedy minor de-
recta before they can cause the need tor major repairs and 
it is better to make renewals before failure of equipment. 
Maintenance inspection is the means of promoting prevention 
ot trouble, and many electro-mechanical devices are avail-
able to asaiat in this program. 
Preventative maintenance of electrical equipment 
requires more than just keeping the bearings lubricated and 
the houainga wiped clean. It also requires checking the 
equipment periodically in order to anticipate electrical 
failure. The simplest and moat economical way to do this 
is by testing the insulation with an insulation resistance 
tester. 
A periodic insulation resistance teat tells 
whether the insulation of the equipment is being adversely 
affected by dust, moisture, or other conditions. The 
maintenance department ia thereby warned in time to correct 
the condition before breakdown oecura. 
The "Megger" Inaulation Teater provides an eaay 
and quick meana of testing electrical equipment. The fre-
quency of testing depends upon the condition under which 
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the equipment operates. Oener&l.l7 a check ever7 six months 
is sufficient, unleaa the equipaent is in very d1rt7 or 
damp surroundings or where the teats indicate that the in-
sulation is rapidly deteriorating. 
B. Mtt1 ntenance S:ratems 
Although it is hoped that preventive maintenance 
will keep the productive machinery in operation, occasion-
ally, a critical piece or machinery will break or fail. 
When this happens, it is illlperative that the maintenance 
department be on the job to make repairs or install a re-
placeusent. 
Moat large industries today have a particular 
SJlltelll set up to reduce delays ce.uaed by machine failure. 
In one plant a central dispatcher is called by meao.a or 
special. emergency telephones and informed or the breakdown. 
The dispatcher used a plantwide public address system to 
e.ak neceseary cr&i't8111en to report to nearest emergency 
phone tor instructions. In this way, tillle ia saved by 
putting the proper men on the job without the delay usually 
encountered in locating the craft~~~~&n. 
A large COIIIp&D.J' in Decatur, Illinois baa set up 
a two-va:r radio cCIIIIIIUD.1cation s;ratem between ma.inteoance 
headquarters and the mobile crane, trucks aDd other units 
which eonve:r materials and personnel to repair jobs in e.l.l 
parts or the plant. 
The radio comaunieation a,atem speeds up repair 
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operationa b;r eliainatiog del.a71J for repair crevs, thus 
cutting dovn the time emplo;reea muat stand by and val t f'or 
repairs to be ll&de. If' a conYeJ'Ol' belt s;ratem stops, f'or 
example, an electrical repair crev working elsewhere in 
the plant on a non-ruah job ia quickl;r located by means of' 
radio and diapatched to the acene. If' the crev members find 
that the JllOtor cannot be repail'ed on the job, they report 
to the dispatcher vbo orders the varehouae to pull one out 
ot stock and load it onto a vagon. The dispatcher then 
locates, b;r radio, a truck or tractor unit vh1ch can pick 
up the 1110tor and rush it to the place needed. The va1ted-
-
f'or part often &1"J'1Yea before the repair crev has removed 
the old part. 
The a;ratem f'ol'llleJ'l7 in uae entailed sending some-
one after aaabera of the repair crev vho, upon learning 
that a replacement vaa needed, would go to the warehouse 
atter it and bring it back to the place vbere it vaa to be 
inatalled. Tille lost tor the repair crev might be only an 
hour or ao but the -.plo;rees vhoee vork vas hal ted might 
lose aeY81"&l hours. 
Co 1!!.1DteoaDC8 li'9u1J.!!!11t 
The lll&intenaace department must haYe a stock of 
equipaent in order to C&l"J'7 out ita lllisaion. Their inYen-
tory includes standard toola, auch aa hauaer, aavs and 
vreachea. Toda;r the electro-mechanical dev1cea are pro-
Y1d1ng an illportant addition to this inventory. 
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Certain large companies have provided the main-
tenance department with elaborate teat benches incorporat-
ing the moat modern teat equipment for trouble-shooting of 
electrical equipment and final testing of repaired equip-
ment. 
Although moat of the maintenance problema deal 
with productive equipment, the department muat be able to 
cope With trouble in plant fac1lit1ea such aa, power cables, 
water piping, or heating equipment. 
1. Cable Fault Locator 
Locating faults in electrical wiring can be a 
difficult job; however, with the aid of a Cable-Fault 
• Locator • the time spent in locating the fault 1a greatly 
reduced. Thla device originally designed for locating 
faults on electric power cables in du~ta, 1a now proving 
ita time and work economics for testing aerial and burled 
cables aa well in industrial install& tiona. In operation, 
the aet 1a essentially independent of the t;n>e of fault or 
ita apparent resistance, &nd depends only on the impulse 
voltage required to break down th• fault. 
2. Burled Ketal Detector 
Electronics proved itself a "life-saver" in de-
tecting land mines during World War II, now an adaptation 
of the same principle 1a providing maintenance men with a 
means of locating underground pipe linea and detecting 
water leaks. 
The device locates the exact position or buried 
pipe linea or metallic conductors, pipe bends, dead ends, 
valves, covered maaholes, drip boxes, cast iron bella, 
insulated joints, atuba or services, the center of a 
buried pipe, the depth or a pipe line and tm!mown metallic 
hazards in the path of excavators. 
The exact location of pipe leaks can be deter-
mined, without actual contact with the pipe itself, by 
placing the pickup unit on the ground or floor directly 
above the pipe line and moving the pickup by successive 
steps along the line of the pipe. The maximum indication 
will be received directly above the exact location or the 
leak. 
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Other electro~echanical aida used in control or 
maintenance inclUde: gas analyzers, annunciators, photo-
electric controls, machinery testing and analyzing eqUip-
ment, and operational recorders. 
IX. Miscellaneous Application 
A. Off'ice Bauiment 
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Executives in industrial management should 
seriously consider the eleetro~ecbanical aida that are 
available tor use in the office. I..arge companies and small 
compan1ea are employing new s:yatems every day which involve 
such devices. 
1. Electric 'l'Jpevriter 
'l'he electric typewriter is becaming iocreasingly 
popular. It not only requires leaa energ:y and leas time 
to operate, but it saves IIIOD.eJ' in the long run. .Since the 
printing action is determined b7 a selective setting and 
not b:y the pressure on the ke:fB, the uniformit:y ot letter-
ing is perfect. It is possible to make up to 20 copies 
without recopying. 'l'he at:yle of print can be chosen to 
suit your taste or the requirements or the compan:y. 
An electric metal marking t:ypevriter has also 
been manutactured for use in detail marking of' llllllleplatea. 
2. Dictating Machines 
Electro~ech.Rnical dictating machines have been 
used for several :years in management offices for originat-
ing managerial paper work. A new remote control dictation 
S:fStem is being used by some larger companies to speed up 
the handling of dictation and reduce the expense of having 
too man:y dictating machines. 
This dictation-b:y-interoffiee-phone s:ystem is a 
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major step in the el1miaation or orfice routine. From one 
to twenty phones can tie into the setup. Ii' someone is 
die ta ting a red light appears on every telephone in the 
system. In the handle or the phone, there is a talk switch 
which is held during dictation, a1so there is a button ror 
"listening back". As soon as the dictation is recorded, 
it is typed up by an operator listening to the dictated 
recording. The rollowing are s0111e or the advantages claimed. 
1. Bo disc handling ror dictator 
2. Dictating machine eliminated (no more moving 
them all over the oi'fice). 
3· Bo wasted disc space or dela;red letter until 
disc is uaed up. 
Por those executives that require a method or 
recording conversations aDd instructions during visits to 
widely separated plants, a new portable battery operated 
recorder is available. It is carried in a briefcase and 
can be operated Without opening or raaoving it from the bag. 
Recordings are pel'll&llftnt, indexed, identifiable, 
r1lable, mailable and economica1. The "Walld.e-Recordall" 
as it is called, is equipped With automatic equalization 
wheJ,"eby volume or distant aDd nearb7 voices coming thru 
the lllicrophone is equalized. To eliminate personal super-
vision, the recorder can be provided with automatic voice 
control, whereb7 voice activation automatically starts and 
stops the recording. 
Other aids available fOr the oi'i'ice ioclude 
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electric calculators, photoelectric control tor indicating 
approaching visitors, teletype machines, and telegram ma-
chines. 
B. ~ainiM Personnel 
Training peraonne:J, 1a becoming an accepted prac-
tice concerning nev employees and even presently employed 
workers. The training program teaches the employees What 
they need to know, to understand end do their work, it teach-
es them what they need to know to advance. 
The amount and nature or the equi];lllent required 
to train these employees is dependent on the size or the 
company and the nature or the work to be taught. In moat 
instances, the uae or automatic slide machines can accom-
plish the task or teaching spec1a1 teclmiques. If this is 
not sufficient, sound movie equipment can be utilized. 
A still never aid is industrial television {ITV), 
which baa a particular advantage in showing enlarged views 
or microscope objects to a large group at one time. Micro-
scopic detail would be illlportant to trainees in the chemi-
cal, pharlllaceutical, and food processing industry. 
C. Research I!!p!Z'tment 
Today, more tb&n ever • the various industries are 
aware or the necessity tor having an adequate research and 
develo}:lllent department. In order to remain competitive, 
the company has to find better and easier ways of making 
their products aa well as discovering and designing new 
products. 
Available to these specialized departments are 
a vast number ot electro~echanioal aida, tor testing, 
measuring, analyzing and recording important intol"DDB.tion. 
Of necessity, the equipment tor the research laboratory 
is more delicate and intricate, and may not be adaptable 
to production line usage. The infrared spectrometer and 
the recording spectrophotometer are primarily laboratory 
aids, which are being utilized tor some production line 
work. 
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In the electronic industry itselt, the research 
departments have specialized equipment, which include: 
vacuum tube voltmeters (high frequency and direct current 
types) impedance bridges, all kinds ot signal generators 
ranging trom one cycle to approximately 100,000,000 cycles 
in alternating current frequency, special oacilliaeopes, 
wavemeters, slotted lines, amplifiers, pulse generators, 
sweep generators, voltage generators, time interval meters, 
delay linea, electron diffraction instrument, analytical 
mass spectrometer and many other Yaluable electro-
mechanical devices. The names and operation ot the fore-
going equipment may be "greek" to the layman, but to the 
engin-rs who rely on their operation, it means the differ-
ence between superior and interior product design. 
Possibly, the most 1Japortant aid in use today for 
certain research industries is the electronic computer or 
"Electronic Brain" as it 1a sometimes cal.led. This device 
is presently solving mathematical problema and complex 
formulas Vi th staggering speed and unfailing accuracy. 
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X. Surve7 of' Plant Application 
A. Purpose of' the Survex 
It vaa the purpose of' this anal7Bia toz 
1. Detel'lll1ne the extent of uaage of electro-
mechanical aida in present day industries. 
2. Determine how well i:novn various elec:tro-
mech&Dical aida are. 
3. Detel'lll1ne if' there is an inteJ>eat in new 
electronic aida fOX' industrial management. 
It was felt that obtaining &OIIle measure of the 
interest in these aids would be beat obtained by a aUl'Ve7 
of those executives, foremen, aDd workers in all sizes 
and types of' companies found in a variety of industries. 
B. Methods ]bploxed 
The following procedure vaa carried out under 
unusual circumstances. !'he only time that could be al-
lotted to the project vas of'f'-vork hours, which untortu-
natel7, vere f'ev. 
1. The S1 tuation An&lisis 
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In the first pb&ae of' the entire anal7Bis an 
adequate study vas made of' the electro-mechanical equ1pn.ent 
available to industrial ll&n&gement. After a 1110re or leas 
COIIlplete inepection of' literature .. periodicals, booka, 
newspapers, and pamphlets, it vaa possible to aet up the 
foregoing b7pGtheaes, and proceed with the preparation of' 
the informal inveatisation. 
2. Informal Inveatigat1oa 
It vas planned to conduct iDi'ormal interviews 
with at least one in each of the folloWing categories 
covering as man7 companies aa possible: 
1. Plant superintendent 
2. Personnel. Manager 
3· Poraman 
4. Workmen 
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Due to the 11m1 ted tiae • onl7 four companies were 
contacted. In contacting the above personnel, the follow-
ing questions were used as a backbone tor the interviews. 
1. Do 70U use aatet7 devices? 
2. What type ot electro11echaD1cal aa1'et7 
devices are 70u using? 
3. Do 70U use arq electro11echan1cal devices 
to protect 70ur equipaent and products? 
4. Do 70u have arq special devices tor lighting 
and air-condi tion1ng? 
5· In handling materials, do 70U have an7 
eleotro11echaD1cal aida? 
6. What type of Production control aids do 70u 
have? 
7. What special devices do 70U incorporate in 
maintaining qualit7? 
B. Do 70u have arq maintenance aida? 
g. What new types of of'tice equipnent have 70U 
installed? 
10. Are 70U interested in new electro11ecban1cal 
aida? 
The notes taken from these interviews were care-
tull7 scrutinized and the tor.al research plan drawn up. 
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3 • PlaDDing the 101'11&1 Reaevch ProJect 
Since t111le vaa abort, the oDl;r t:rpe of data 
which could be obtained vaa b;r the aurve;r method. A croaa 
section or the na.tion 1 a industries were the logical aourcea 
for the data needed. 
'l'he three t;rpea or queat1.oD.D&1rea were eonaidered 
with regard to their advantages in this anal;rsias 
1. The personal interYiev would have taken too 
much time and expeDIIe and could oDl;r be done 
locall;r. 
2. The telephone method would have secured the 
1110at aamplea, but would have been too expen-
aive and the information n-ded would not 
poaaibl;r be at the part;y1a "fingertipa." 
3. The mall queationna1 re vaa chosen 1n th1a 
aurve;r for convenience and reliability. 
The queat1ona in the queationnaire were prepared 
on the baaia of the findings in the informal inveatigation. 
After checking caretull;r for the five elements 
of a queationnaire and considering the ten rulea governing 
the queatioD.D&ire.. the fina.l fonua (page 139) were repro-
duced on a m111leographed machine. 'l'he letter or request for 
cooperation (page 14o) vaa &lao m111leographed. 
4. PlaDDing the Sample 
Due to the na.ture ot the information sought 1n 
tbia analya1a. random aampling or a;ratem&tic aampl1ng. 
waa determined to be the beat method for the surve;r. 
The Thomaa Register waa ueed tor compiling a list or 
manufacturer• in various induatriea. A total or 200 
companies was chosen tor participation in this survey. 
5· Tabulation 
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Despite the tact that mail type questionnaires 
usuall;r ;r1eld onl;r a 7 to 10 per cent return, this particu-
lar surve;r boasts 73 completed questionnaires and 7 others 
returned unanswered tor one re~U~on or another. On the basis 
ot 73 completed questionnairea, the percentage return would 
be 36.5~, which is surprising sinee the questionnaires were 
sent to companies ot all sizes and various locations in the 
tJnited States. 
Part ot the credit tor the large percentage ot 
return is probably due to the tact that the information was 
requested by a student and not another business tirm. Also 
the DAillle ot the company vas not requested. 
In editing the data, only a tew ot the question-
naires required corxection ot ainor lllistakea. Almost all 
ot the returned questionnaires were tully answered and 
every line checked, although some ot the smaller companies 
olllitted check ll&l'ks. Even though the sample was compara-
tively amall in this survey, it was tested by the cumulative 
frequency method with surprising results. Question tive ot 
the queatioD.Daire was used in this teat or reliability. 
The calculations tor figUre 50 Will be found in the appen-
dix. 
It can be seen fran figUre 50 that the sample 
tor this survey is reasonably adequate. Using the formula 
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Ple?.sc checlc the t~.r~e of devices Y!_SCd i~ .. -:~-i:::-tt,~:.in.:i_:J.g protcct~_on of _em loyscs ?.:.:..~_~ 
the plc:nt itself 
Knmm but 
Unknown not in use ir.. usc 
Y::lectroli.i.c control for _?o~:rer eqt~in'!.cnt 
Electronic S~cfct~r devices f-:J~ :-~ncl1incr:y­
G.:ts le8.k rletector 
Sn.ol:::c dct.cct. :)r 
ElectrYl.:.c burt::l-lr _.,_1:-tTI"l 
A:r,ti-s;:tbotogc scnt:tncl 
~Xpl~sion or ;'c,'J.::: .. thql!C:.ko control s~.vitch 
-·~lectTonic OiTerloa.cl rntcctioil on cqtD.nT'"~ent 
other 
--------------------------------
~'Thnt devices e.rc used in hnndl:i.ns n:rt-8rials, products, r+.!1rl ~-1<'"~.i_!lt-~~-'"1j3lf? quality? 
Kr-.mvn but 
Unknmm not in 11se in use 
Liquiri level controls 
Electric ear 
I'lloto-electric cort:::-ols 
Supers :mic equi;:nent 
l:;lect:ronic C01..L"1.ters 
f~lectron:ic sorters 
Rcg.:strRti0n c0~-:trol for p~-:clc:.,<i:.ls 
.~ .. i.ectr~.c ar1nl<.ncic.tors 
:;;.;1ectro~1ic ti'-~ers 
Elcctr::mic ~P.U~}2:8 
i.-ray testi.~~g 
}·ngn:-.flux testi?1~ 
other 
---------------------------
In the control of ~reduction !:1'1intcnn.nc8 ,-:.nd other pl"'.llt '·ri.rlc tl.J:i;l:_c::t~ :!1s, 
i'fhzt devices :~.re u.scd? 
Known but 
Unknown not in use in use 
I~J .- space ti:.,.,e rcccrder 
I.lcctro!ll_c ,;1j_r cle.snir~~ ~)rc(:i'[1t,1.tor 
U. J~. qu,;:-.li t~,- control ,-_·:.;~tor 
Sm.1.:.1d recordi!l?:; cqui-~r:J.cnt 
Electrost2.tj_c ~'-\ir1t s~:r-'"'.yinr, 
Electronic tcr;->pcrr~turc controller 
Electronic J'.letnl dotcctor 
High frccT:Jency dielectric ~eat~_ng 
Autoc~ll type JYlf~inf system 
Public A.ddress p;l_~(ill~ syste11 
Automntic food dis!Xmse!'S 
Photo-electric cnntrollod no'lrS 
flectrj c ty[)C.7ri tc;r 
~-uns~·~<'i tch 
Electronic co::.:putcr 
i:lectronic processor 
other" 
--------------------------
Are most of the electronic <:cids developed by your compaetv 
purchased'! 
or 
Is your company interested in ne~-v electronic aids for inrlustrial --.Janagem3nt? 
Yes No 
Approximately hov;r many e~tployoes <1.rc in your co:npany? 
Figure 48-- Questionnaire 
Attention: Plant Supervisor 
Dear Sir: 
Being. 2, student at Boston University and a 
candidate for the degree of Haster o:f Bt;sine ss 
Administration, 11The Use of Electro---Zcc~.ccnic>:ll Aids 
in Industrial Kan".f?'C!:lent" hets been chosen as the 
subject for r.J? thesis. Your ansl•!ers to the enclosed 
questionnaire will enable ne to successfully couplete 
this project. 
Since the beginning of the century, industrial 
developnent has been aided oy electricA.l and uechanical 
devices. Today, electronic engineers are devising even 
greater aids for industrial rJar:ageu.ont. SorJe of the 
devices on the narl~et today have been listed in the 
questionnaire. 
It is inportant t;-:,'.t every question oe answered 
and returned in the self addressed envelope cU3 soon as 
possiole. Any additional infor,.;ation on new aids or 
unique usage of present devices will enhance the effective-
ness of this study. Your coo··Jeration in this project 
is greatly appreciated. 
Yours truly, 
C. R. Lane 
Figure 49-- Letter of Tre.n8ll11 ttal. 
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i'or cal.culation oi' the probable error.# the sample baa a 
probable error of appro:xillatel;r ~. which indicates that 
the sample ia representative for this type or surve;y. 
In the tabulation of the pr1mar;y Clata, the cor-
relation or two-dimension table waa used where it vas 
poaaible, because it provides a better guide in drawing 
conclusions. 
c. P1nd1pv 
After a close atUd;r of the B'I!!!!Nir;y tabl.ea in 
this aurve;y, some ver;y important relationships can be 
revealed. i'be fnru••mental. purpose of the aurve;r. to de-
term1ne the use of eleetro-mecbanical. aida in industrial. 
maoagement, is reflected in each of the tables. 
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'!'able One indieatea that the size of the compan;y 
baa a definite bearing on the u•ge or these aida. '!'he 
larger the compan;r the more aida are utiliz&d. Al.ao the 
larger com.pan1es seem to know the existance or more or 
the devices than the smaller companies. 
In '!'able 'l'wo. the compan;r size as&!n reveals that 
the larger companies are more interested in new develop-
menta than the am•Jler ones. EYen ao, the percentage of 
compan1es interested consists of a sizeable maJorit;y. 
# POrmula tor calculation of probable error B = 2.71pg 
where p ia the relative frequeoc;r with E2 
Which the phenomenon occurs. 9 • 1 - p, 
and E the max1arum allowable error either va;y. 
TABLE I. Usage of Eleetro-JiechaDieal Aida 
COMPAn SIZE 
10-100 
101-1000 
1001-10000 
10001-100000 
UJIDOWJI 
TABLE II. Interest in new aida 
COJIPAIIY SIZE 
10-100 
101-1000 
1001-10000 
10001-100000 
Total 
Percent 
DOWBBUT 
BOT IR UQ 
D.S 
5 
20 
2~ 
12 
or 
83·5~ 
20.9 
23.0 
17.6 
12.8 
.l!iL 
4 
6 
2 
0 
12 
17-~ 
IB UQ 
4.1 
6.7 
15.4 
20.2 
TABLE III. 'Where Aids were obtained 
COJU'AI!Y 3IZE 
10-100 
101-1000 
1001-10000 
10001-100000 
'rota1 
Percent 
2~ 
23-5 
11.5 68.0 
93~ 
DBVELQPED 
0 
2 
2.5 
.5 
5·0 
7~ 
TABLE IV. PopulBl'i t;y of Aida 
~ lUmber of Companies Using 
Electronic control for power dquipment 
Electronic aafet;y devices for aacb1ner;y 
Qaa leak detector 
Smoke detector 
Electronic burgl.Bl' alarm 
Anti-nbotage sentinel 
Explosion or EBl'thquake Control Switch 
Electronic overload protection on equipment 
Liquid level controls 
Electric eal' 
Photoelectric controls 
Supersonic equipment 
Electronic counters 
Electronic aortera 
Registration control for packaging 
Electronic annuncie.tora 
l!lectronic tillers 
Electrouic gages 
:X-ra;y testing 
Jlagnaflux teating 
IBM Spal'e time recorder 
Electronic air cleaning precipitator 
G. E. Qual.it;y control meter 
Sound recording equipment 
Electrostatic paint spra;ying 
Electronic temperature controller 
Electronic metal detector 
High trequenc;y dielectric hMting 
Autocall paging s;yatem 
Public addrese paging s;yataa 
Automatic fodd dispensers 
Photoelectric controlled doors 
Electric t;ypevriter 
Sunavitch 
Electronic Computer 
Electronic proceaaor 
40 
34 
18 
11 
8 
2 
3 
~~ 
7 3§ 
25 
12 
2~ 
49 
37 
25 
31 
18 
22 
2 
29 
12 
43 
11 
33 
50 
33 
~A 
62 
9 
23 
7 
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As ean be aeen by studpng table tbr-., 93~ ot 
the companies purchaae their electro-mechanical aida from 
other manufacturers. In some ot the companies part were 
purchased and part were developed b7 the compan7 i taelt. 
The last table presents the tigul'ea tor identif,--
ing the moat popular devices used by the c0111parl1ee aur-
ve,-ed. 'fhe aids that claim usage b7 at least ~ o1' the 
c~niea include: 
1. Electronic control tor power equ1:pment 
2. Electronic oTerload protection on equ1:pment 
3 •• Liquid level controls 
4 Photoelectric controls 
5· Electronic timers 
6. Electronic gages 
7 •• Electronic temperature controllers 
8 Autocall paging apt• 
9· Blectronie tJ'P8vriter 
It is interesting to a.ote that 85~ ot the com-
panies are using electric tJPewritera in some phase of 
their business. 
It can be ae8UIIled troa the findings of this sur-
ve,- that the use ot electro-mechanical aide ia pr011l1nent 
and the interest Will., undoubted1y., result in new devices 
in the tuture. 
XI • Concluaiona 
The f'oregoing chapters have been presented to 
the reader concerned With industrial management in hopes 
that it vill stilllul.ate his thinking in regard to possible 
usage of' electro118Chan1cal aida. It is not possible to 
present a complete up-to-date list of all the devices 
available today, f'or this list is continuall7 changing. 
In describing some or the 1110re popular aids and their ap-
plications, 1t may suggest possibilities for filling other 
industrial management needs. 
Many companies probably have a fixed opinion 
H6 
that these aida cannot be applied to their particular 
operations. It vould be Viae for them to stud,- the problem 
more closely and poaaibl7 call in the manufacturers' repre-
sentative of some of these electro-mechanical devices. In 
man7 cases, the ult~te savings vill outve1gh any initial 
coat. 
Particular attention should be made to those aida 
vhich pro1110te llafety and protection. The protection or 
the employee against injury and poasiblJ death does not 
coat much compared to the price paid when an accident 
happens. A serious accident involving a major injury, not 
onl.7 diJIIS the f'uture of' the emplo78e but also means time 
and money lost in the disrupted vork schedule. A nev man 
muat be "broken in" on the job, and maybe coatl7 repairs 
are required to restore the JllaChinel'J' to operating condition. 
Even the 8111&l.l aDDO;ying accidents can mount up 
the coats and tillle lost when figured over a long period. 
The overall situation muat be studied1 for even preventing 
an accident that seeuas zoemote, is well worth the cost of 
certain electl'o~ecba.Dical eafet7 devices. 
In collecting the material for this thesis, the 
author made several interesting visits to various manufac-
turing plants. EmplOJ'ees in V&l'ioua positions f'rom ol'dinar;r 
worlrmen to compan7 presidents were contacted. It ia amaz-
ing the illlportaD.Oe attributed to the environmental condi-
tions of a Corap&llJ'• Kot onl;y the ph;yaical layout of the 
work stations but the lighting, the protective equipnent, 
the t;ype or air conditioning, and other "extras" are major 
factors in maintaining a aucoeasfUl, happJ' enterprise. 
Prom the roregoing chapters it can be reallzed that man7 
electro~ecba.Dical devices are ayailable to give due con-
sideration to the oomt'ort or the emplo;yees. According to 
the adVancements made in the past three yee:rs the variety 
or devices being marketed will continue for years to come. 
In handling Jll&teriala and products, controlling 
PJ.'C)duetion and training personnel, Industrial Television 
baa illustrated its 1ncrea:s1ng importance in those aspects 
or induStrial management. Even the examples given are but 
a rev or the poas1b1litiea open to this 1ncreasingl;r popu-
lar electronic aid. In the fUture busy executives who 
spend hours touring their plants and v1si ting vi th 
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supervisory personnel, could learn all they vant to learn 
and see all they want to see on a television screen without 
ever having to leave their desks. 
As pointed out in Cbapter VII the number and 
variety of electro~ecbanieal inspection aida are unequalled 
in any other phase of industrial management. This .fact re-
sults possibly from the inherent accuracy and 1n.fall1b1lity 
or most electronic equ1paent. llodern machinery and super-
precision aircraft .fabrication demand extr~uely close 
tolerances on all manufactured parts. '1'o assure that these 
tolerances are met and maintained necess,.tates inspection 
devices that are more accurate in their measuremanta than 
the parts themselves. For this reason alone, electro-
mecbanieal inap&Ction aida have become unstJrpasaed and in 
constant demand. 
The perfection of production line control in the 
large automobile faCtories, .for the purpo.sft or reducing 
rejected parts and still maintain close tolerances has 
opened a nev field tor automatic claaaif7ing equipment. 
In practice the claaaif1era are capable of separating the 
gaged parts into categories varying by only .0001 of an 
iti.Ch. During assembly, the- parts can be selected accord-
ing to their gaged dimensions to mate vith other parts 
similarly segregated. Mating parts in the manner assures 
proper tolerances, aavea ti111e and reduces the number or 
rejects. 
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In talking with a representative of a company 
engaged in the manufacture of automatic classifying equip-
ment, it was pointed out that moat installations are 
custom made for this particular application aDd the initial 
cost is high. Even so, in ever7 caae the t1me and mone7 
saved in reject reduction baa paid for the electl•o-l>lecbani-
cal equ1pnent before the end of the first 7etU'. 
In connection with the survey diacusaed in Chap-
ter X, a few of the questionns1res were returned with a 
lettel' of transmittal. One ot these letters in particular 
expresses an important opinion regarding tbe use of these 
aids. It reads z "I sm sure you will reach the conclusion 
that modern industry will continue to replace man-hours 
with kilowatt hours, or elae be pushed aside by aome in-
dustry which does so. We pay one cent per kilowatt hour. 
which i8 more work than 13 men can do in an hour. As we 
inatall more or this teehnoJ.ogical equipnent for labor 
saving. it i8 necesaar;r to install more con'Q•ol equipment 
to keep pace with it. Moat ot this control equipment ls 
apt to be electrical and electronic." 
Electronics toda;r is the field that offers enor-
mous opportuni t;r tor scientific development. 'l•fe are on 
the threshold or an electronic age and the -:;iJne will come 
when we will be assisted in our ever;r task by electronics. 
The slogan or the electronic engineers - the diffieult we 
do toda;r, the impossible tomorrow! 
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Looking into the f'uture. vith the develoJXMnt ot 
the electronic computers and ita successor the electronic 
processor. nev s;yataaa vill probabl7 be pertol'IDing as-
tounding teats. 'l'heae a,-at41118 ma7 be tor electronic mass 
tiling of data. and recorda to 'llh1ch a person vould have 
access b7 a1Dapl7 dialing the tile tor information and 
getting a duplicate printed record or an audible pla7 back. 
and this posaibl7 b7 tele~aph communication over an,-
distancea. 
In the event of such equipment. there are likel7 
to be J11&D.7 sharp temporar7 displacements 1n emploJIIlent. but 
there is no doubt that the hUIII&n race IIUBt benefit in the 
long run f'rom the removal ot maey palliate. routinized 
of'tice jobs and the finding ot more illlportant or interest-
ing things tor people to do. 
Hats ott' to the electronic engineer tor he is 
paving the va7 tor better living! 
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Frequenc7 or Yea 'a Question #5 
Group Frequency Cumu1at1Ye Freg. cum. Case cum. f 
1 7 7 7 100.0 
2 7 14 H 100.0 
3 6 20 21 95·4 
4 4 24 28 88.7 
5 4 28 35 8o.o 
6 6 34 42 81.0 
7 7 41 49 83.8 
8 5 46 56 82.2 
9 6 52 63 82.5 
10 6 sa 70 82.8 
11 3 51 73 83-7 
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